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THE FUTURE/SUBSCRIPTION INCREASE

Please read…

From the Editor

INCREASE IN THE
ANNUAL
SUBSCRIPTION

Stepping
into the
future

very year the
March issue reports on the AGM for those
of you who were not able to attend. If you’ve
been following events during the past year you
will realise that our Association is at the
crossroads of its existence; it’s a “do or die”
situation. The efforts of “The Think Tank”, ably
supported by many of you, who deserve our
grateful thanks, provided information for the
AGM to vote on a proposal to give your committee the wherewithal to take TAA forward and
change its face. The first article in this issue
lists the tasks that are to be addressed and the
Task Leaders will value input from members.
Hopefully some of you will want to join them to
develop the new image of our Association.

E

On a technical level, there is the 19th Annual
Ralph Melville Memorial Lecture on animal
diseases, especially targeting Foot and Mouth
that was constantly in the news during the past
year. Two sets of papers from meetings held last
year by the Scottish and Borders Region on Soil
Conservation and Herding in Mongolia are also
published. Henry Elwell’s paper highlights the
inherent problems of technology transfer to
farmers that affect the adoption of conservation
practices. I hope members will air their views
on this contentious problem via Letters in
future Newsletters.
Giving awards to young scientists and
technicians is a very important part of TAA’s
work and it is heartening to see what some of
our awardees have achieved for themselves as
they take that step into the future and start their
careers. Congratulations to them all!

Following the approval at this year’s
AGM for an increase in subscription of
£10 with effect from the 2002–2003
financial year, Members should now take
particular note of the arrangements that
are being put in train to effect this. As you
will see from this issue of the Newsletter,
the ‘wind of change’ is blowing through
the portals of the Association and an
increase in revenue is vital to these plans
as well as merely maintaining the status
quo, now sadly eroded by mounting
inflationary pressure over the past years.
The Association is currently running a
significant budget deficit and this cannot
continue.
In addition, the workload on your ageing
and hard-pressed committee, is ever
increasing. In consequence, wherever
possible, Members will be requested to
pay their new subscription by direct debit
and by so doing, the administrative
burden of the Treasurer and Membership
Secretary will be greatly reduced. I hope
that Members will be fully supportive
with this.

THE NEW SUBSCRIPTION FORM
This will appear in your June Newsletter,
covering the increase to £30 pa commencing in August 2002. It will also
include the direct debit instructions and
the gift aid authority. Members are urged
to take rapid action and return their
forms with all dispatch.
Gen Sec

Garry Robertson
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uring 2001 the TAA 2010 Working Group
completed a lengthy process of widespread
consultation with members on the future of the
Association. Special ExCo meetings were held on 4th
December (at which the working group put forward
outline proposals for change) and 13th December (at
which the proposals were reviewed and revised by
ExCo). The proposals were then discussed with
members at a general meeting also on the 13th
December and were subsequently endorsed at the
AGM that followed. It has therefore been decided that,
with immediate effect, the Association will embark
upon a process of change during the next few years.
The aim is to strengthen and expand the Association,
extend the range of benefits of membership, enhance
the international image and presence and establish a
firm financial and operational footing to ensure the
Association’s sustained good health and growth in
the 21st century.

D

A further special meeting of ExCo was held on 29th
January in order to agree a prioritised list of actions or
tasks and to identify individuals to take full
responsibility for taking forward each task for an
agreed period of time. The key components of each
task were agreed and then individual members were
invited to serve as ‘task leaders’. Each task leader will
prepare a detailed plan of action (to be approved at a
future meeting of ExCo), and co-opt others to assist as
necessary and set and meet realistic time-bound
targets. We do hope that you will be able to join with
the volunteers on the committee in taking this
exciting and challenging process forward. If you
haven’t already done so (see Task 4 below) then do get
in touch with any member of ExCo with your ideas,
suggestions or comments. Even better, however, if
you can spare a bit of time to join us in this endeavour,
do let us know. We urgently need volunteers as soon
as possible to help out with all tasks.
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TAA in the 21st century
the transition process
next steps…
TASKS
1. IDENTITY AND IMAGE OF THE ASSOCIATION
It will be necessary to:
❑ Prepare an action plan and timetable for the change

process.
❑ Review and reconsider the need for a new name and

acronym (‘IARDA “International Agriculture and
Rural Development Association”—formerly the
TAA’, is currently under consideration). It is
proposed that the palm tree logo be retained.
❑ Prepare new mission statement draft.
❑ Define criteria for new membership grades.
❑ Draft revisions to the constitution.
TASK LEADERS: Roger Smith, ExCo Chairman, and Tony
Smith, Membership Secretary.
2. FINANCE
Prepare a ‘business plan’ to include alternative
scenarios for:
❑ Income (e.g. subscriptions, donations (DFID, etc),
profit from conferences, publications, sales (ties
etc), newsletter).
❑ Expenditure (e.g. administration, promotion/marketing, expenses (travel, speakers, website, newsletter, audit, accounts).
❑ Charitable status pros and cons.
❑ Subscription rates.
❑ Charges for other services.
TASK LEADER: Laurie Robertson, Treasurer.
3. ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
The need for reliable admin and secretarial support
and for a permanent address whether real or ‘virtual’
(i.e. PO Box No) should be re-assessed. Consideration
of the timing and more detailed estimates of likely
costs and benefits should be undertaken. (See item 9
in previous document of 13 December 2001.)
TASK LEADERS: Derek Sutton and Elizabeth Warham.
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Please read…

4. RESPONSES TO MEMBERS SUGGESTIONS
Many members responded to the questionnaires with
some excellent suggestions and ideas for the future.
All responses should therefore be sifted and a synthesis prepared of the best ideas for the appropriate
Task Leaders and ExCo to consider. Individual
acknowledgement should be sent to the members
concerned and where appropriate they should be
invited to join the relevant Task Group.
TASK LEADERS: Derek Sutton and Elizabeth Warham.
5. POSSIBLE COLLABORATION OR ALLIANCES
WITH OTHER BODIES
To initiate discussion/dialogue with other relevant
organisations with a view to future collaboration or
integration, e.g.:
ABLH
Association of Applied Biologists
British Society of Sugar Technologists
DFID
East Africa Tea Association
Farm Africa
Farmers World Network
ICA
IDS etc.
IIED
International Farm Management Association
IoB
ODI
Waginingen

TASK LEADER: Paul Tuley, General Secretary.
6. SPECIALIST GROUPS OR NETWORKS
Initiate at least 3 specialist groups or networks in
2002. Topics might include:
❑ ‘old colonials’ luncheon and discussion group;
❑ junior members group;
❑ tropical horticulture group;
❑ research group;
❑ engineering and technology group;
❑ forest agriculture group; etc.
Groups could be formed and disbanded as interest/
demand dictates over time.
TASK LEADERS: Lawrence Sewell and Elizabeth Warham.
7. OVERSEAS GROUPS
To draft plans to set up at least two overseas groups in
2002. Interest has been expressed in Kenya, Tanzania
and possibly Western Australia. Draft criteria and
TOR’s should be prepared and dialogue initiated with
the resident members involved in the countries in
4

question. The nature of the relationship with the UK
operation should be explored.
TASK LEADER: Tony Smith, Membership Secretary.
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8. REGIONAL GROUPS
With help from the existing regional group convenors
plans to set up an additional regional group possibly
in central England, Wales or East Anglia should be
drafted and a convenor identified.
TASK LEADER: Paul Tuley to consult with Geoff Wilkinson
and/or Philip Dearden re a Midlands Group. Keith Virgo and
Derek Sutton to consider an East Anglia Group.
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9. WEBSITE
Plans for the long-term development and management of the excellent website should be prepared.
TASK LEADER: Tony Smith.
10. OTHER EVENTS AND MEETINGS
Plans should be initiated for a self-funding international conference in 2003/4 and an overseas tour for
UK members. The possibility of exchange visits
to/from the UK, especially for overseas resident
members, should be explored (possibly with Farmers
World Network).
TASK LEADERS: Henry Gunston and Derek Sutton.
11. PROMOTION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
A public relations strategy should be developed to
include plans for a global membership drive beginning in June 2002, promotion, advertising, list of
speakers, prizes for papers, etc.
TASK LEADERS: John Coulter and Keith Virgo.
12. NEWSLETTER AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS
Future plans for the development of the excellent
newsletter and other publications should be prepared:
size, format, colour, commissioned papers/articles,
pullout supplements, special editions, advertising,
etc.
TASK LEADERS: Garry Robertson, Newsletter Editor, Keith
Virgo.
13. AWARD FUND
Forward plan to be prepared to include e.g. funding,
number of awards and criteria, placements, reporting
and feedback to donors, appointment of patron,
mentoring for awardees, etc. (see item 12 in document
of 13 December 2001).
TASK LEADERS: TAAF Committee.

ExCo members
1 Garry Robertson (editor)
2 John Russell (SW convenor)
3 John Coulter (L/SE convenor)
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Tony Smith (membership secretary)
Dick Jenkins (L/SE convenor)
Roger Smith (chairman)
Elizabeth Warham

8
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10
11

Derek Sutton
Paul Tuley (secretary)
Laurie Robertson (treasurer)
Basil Hoare (representing TAAF)

New
address

Did you notice
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ExCo members
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at the bottom of the cover of this Newsletter that we now have a new
permanent address? Correspondence to the Chairman, the General
Secretary, the Treasurer, the Membership Secretary, and the Editor can
Tropical Agriculture Association
be addressed to:
PO Box 3
Penicuik
Midlothian EH26 0RZ

Gatsby
supports
Award Fund

Our
grateful
thanks
to The
Gatsby
Charitable Foundation which has
stepped into the breech and given TAAF a very
generous donation of £15,000—£5,000 each year for the next
three years. This fillip to the Award Fund means that our
commitment to supporting young scientists, a very important TAA
activity, is ensured for the coming years.

Derek Sutton

✵
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Tropical Agriculture
Association
Annual General Meeting,
13th December 2001

Finally, we have to announce that our President, Sir
Charles Pereira, whom I am pleased to say is with us
today, has asked me to announce that this will be his
last AGM as our president. He feels the time has come
for him to stand down, now that his present 3-year
period has come to an end. Sir Charles has served the
Association in an active and exemplary manner during
his lengthy period of office, and we thank him most
heartily. Your Executive Committee will now begin a

Chairman’s and General
Secretary’s report
Roger Smith

embers of the Association will all be aware that
we are at the crossroads in the evolution and
development of the TAA. Which direction we will take
will be determined at this meeting. We are well
prepared to take this important decision thanks to the
work of a committee, TAA 2010, which was established early in the year, under the chairmanship of
Derek Sutton. The 2010 Committee held its final
meeting recently and has completed its report. This is
the report that was presented to those members
present at the special meeting held just a short while
ago. The report was considered by your executive
committee at its meeting this morning. The Executive
recommend that the Association adopt Option 3 of
the report, namely that the Association take immediate steps to increase the benefits to members in a
range of new ways, and in order to do this the
Association will need to raise its subscription in
stages, but at the same time, offering a choice of
subscription levels equated to the planned benefits. In
order to ensure survival of the Association, the
Executive also recommends an immediate increase in
the standard subscription from £20.00 to £35.00,
starting in our next financial year. There will also be a
corresponding increase in the subscription for
corporate members, from July 2002. We will be
discussing these and other matters arising from the
report later in the meeting, after Derek has presented
the report to us, and we will then vote on the matter.

M

The TAA has had a very full and active year, due to the
activities organised by the convenors of our three
regional groups. Highlights were the field visits to the
Eden project, the Lost Gardens of Heligan, and the
Millennium Seed Bank at Wakehurst Place. The year
also saw our Biennial Conference held at the
University of Wales, Bangor, in cooperation with the
Centre for Arid Zone Studies and the School of
Agriculture and Forest Sciences. This was a valuable
meeting that discussed many aspects of trees and
forestry in the farming systems of tropical countries.
6

AGM

Paul Tuley

It was only a pity that more members were not able to
attend. Your Executive Committee met four times,
which was sufficient to enable the business of the TAA
to be efficiently conducted.
For many years past, the Association’s stand at the
Royal Show has been the prime focus for both
Members and Overseas Visitors in all the disciplines
we cover under the umbrella of ‘Tropical Agriculture’.
Indeed, we are indebted to Ted Wilmot and Henry
Gunston for their efforts over several years in
mounting the exhibits and generally coping with the
administrative arrangement with the RASE. However,
matters have taken a new direction at Stoneleigh. The
cancellation of the 2001 Show due to the F&M outbreak has given the RASE pause for thought and they
now propose major changes in 2002, including a new
look to the Overseas Pavilion. This will involve,
among other things, a large increase in the fee for
space at the Show. Despite being given a preferential
rate by the RASE, we will have to consider carefully
whether or not the increased cost will permit our
continuing there. ExCo is reluctant to withdraw from
this, one of our main activities, and Mike Long has
agreed to join with Messrs Wilmot and Gunston in
negotiations with the RASE and perhaps other
exhibitors usually present at the Show, to see if we can
come up with a more attractive option that would
justify our presence. Members will be kept informed
of the outcome via the Newsletter.
We would like to thank all the officers and members
of the executive committee, together with the members of the TAAF Committee and the TAA 2010 task
force, for all the work done during the year. Thanks
are also due to our efficient Newsletter production
team: the editor, typesetter, printer and distribution
centre for getting the four issues of the Newsletter out
promptly, and for the improvements in content and
presentation which have been introduced during the
year.
taa Newsletter March 2002

search for a new President, who will hopefully be
appointed during 2002, and his appointment ratified
at our next AGM.
We wish you all a very Happy Christmas and a
prosperous New Year for the Association and all its
members.
Roger Smith (Chairman)
Paul Tuley (General Secretary)
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SIR CHARLES PEREIRA, FRS
Our Pr

ur revered President has decided that the time has come to
call it a day and lay down the reins of office. For some time
now he has not been as mobile as he would wish and, while still
an active swimmer, terrestrial manoeuvre and the vagaries of the
rail network have proved to be an increasingly irksome burden.
The passage of the years has passed more swiftly than many of
us would like and it is to be remembered that Sir Charles took
over from Sir Roger Swynnerton in 1990 and has nobly served
the Association over a decade and into this new millennium. His
broad experience and clear judgement will be sorely missed at
ExCo.

O

However, we trust that we will still be seeing our new Honorary
Member, when circumstances permit, at the Association’s
meetings and other activities.

Membership Secretary’s
report
his year I have monitored the changes in membership over the last three years and compared
these changes with the income received by the
Association.

T

The membership has declined slightly over the past
three years. The changes have been as follows:

1999
2000
2001

No. of Members
Recruited
41
33
48

No. of Members
Suspended
81
56
104*

*This number includes 46 members who have been paying £14 since 1995. These
members now owe the Association £42 in underpayments so it has been decided that
they should be suspended. They will receive no further Newsletters from the
Association.

When I took over as Membership Secretary in 1998
there were 1093 paid up and honorary members, today
there are 1047. There was a slight increase in numbers
taa Newsletter March 2002

from 1998 to 1999 but there has been a decrease in
each year since.
This decline in membership has been associated with a
decrease in membership fees paid by members from
£24,222 in 1999 to £22,807 in 2001. During this time
the cost of producing the TAA Newsletter and the
Membership list has risen from £14,748 to £17,215.
Luckily the cost of administration has remained at less
than £3000 a year for the three-year period. However it
can be seen that an increase in fees is necessary if the
Association is not to
go into the red. An organisation of a similar
size to the TAA, the
British Society of Animal Science, now
charges full members
£75 a year. This is because they maintain
an office with paid
staff to supplement
the work of the honTony Smith
orary officers.
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The number of members who have their email address
on the list of members is now reaching 50%. These
addresses have been used to send a questionnaire to
members asking their view on the future of the TAA.
They are also used to remind members of meetings.
The use of email in this way is not as easy as it might
be because if more than 50 addresses are used on the
Outlook programme, the mailing is rejected. I assume
that this is to prevent spamming. Therefore a mail
shot to all members with email means sending out 10
separate mailings. If a member knows a way of
overcoming this difficulty, please let the Membership
Secretary know.
The membership list last year was modified so that
corporate members were shown as a separate group.
This year two additional changes have been made.
First, the number of members in their various classes
and location will be included at the front of the list.
Secondly, those members who have been suspended
are indicated on the list. If paid-up members are
friends or colleagues know any of these suspended
members, perhaps they would be willing to encourage
them to rejoin. The publication of the membership list
has been delayed by one month this year to allow
suspended members to pay their dues after an
announcement on the subject was given in the
December issue of the Newsletter.
At the moment we have 14 corporate members. Only
one of these is a NGO. If members know the MDs of
appropriate companies or chairmen of NGOs perhaps
they would encourage them to get their organisations
to take up corporate membership. If I am given their
names I would be willing to send an invitation to join.
Maintaining the membership list does take a
considerable amount of time. The amount of work
involved is reduced if members pay by bankers order.
Even this task is made unnecessarily difficult by our
bank, which for some reason is unable to supply the
names in alphabetical order. This means that if

Honorary
Treasurer’s
report
(1st July 2000 to
30th June 2001)

Laurie Robertson

8

he Report is again prepared as required under
the 1993 Charities Act and

T

someone says they have paid I have to check through
40 pages of names. Sometimes even this does not
provide the answer because the member’s fee may
have been paid by a company or may just give a
surname. It would be helpful if members, especially
those with common names, made sure that their
membership number was on the bankers order.
We hope that this year we may be able to arrange for
membership fees to be paid by credit card or by direct
debit. The former method will be particularly useful
for members working overseas. If you have any
suggestions on how the membership list could be
improved, please let me know.
Anthony Smith
MemSec.

AGM

Newsletter. Other income as shown is more than offset
by outgoings as for Directories, more or less in
balance, and functions, which covers subventions,
AGM and the Royal Show. Assets increased with the
purchase of an up-to-date copier to support the work
of the Membership Secretary.

In conclusion I would like to propose that the
Chartered Accountants who carried out the audit, A E
Bell and Co., act as auditors for the 2001/2002
accounts.
Laurie Robertson
HonTreas.

Principal outlays were on the Newsletter, Membership
List, the Award Fund and administration of the
Association’s affairs by a widely dispersed Executive
Committee. Costs keep on rising but income is static,
or falling. A deficit of over £5,000 is recorded, mainly
accounted for by the wider than usual deficit between
Award Fund income and outlay.

(The extract of the Audited Accounts for the Financial Year
2000-2001 were published in the Newsletter Vol. 21 No. 4
issued December 2001. Editor)

Members may be interested in looking at the links
available on the “Links” page. All you want to know
about tropical agriculture, buying a car or which areas
of the UK are likely to flood are to be found on this
page.

During the year we closed our Euro Account as it was
underutilised and with a hefty quarterly fee was in
danger of becoming overdrawn through account
maintenance deductions! In order to maximise
interest income one of the business accounts was
also closed and an automatic transfer arrangement
between the current and the residual Barclays
Premium Account to maintain the current account at
around £3,000 was set up. This accounts for the
anomaly of the indicated £3,702 overdrawn in the
current account at the end of the financial year. The
third Account, which we maintain, is a High Interest
Business Account.

If you don’t know the venue of TAA meetings, maps
are available on the website. An up-to-date diary of all
TAA events is also available. Application forms, the
TAA constitution, our mission statement and
information on the TAA Fund are also to be found
there, as are the email addresses of all the officers of
the Association. A link has been added to the TAAF
chat line and most of the papers presented at recent
TAA meetings are available there in digital format.

The response to our gift-aid appeal was disappointing. 107 replies were received, of which twelve
were submitted twice, for the tax year ending 5th April
2001. The net return from Inland Revenue was just
£553. From an Association membership of over 1100
it was thought at least half would be eligible to
participate! I would urge members to complete a gift
aid certificate if at all possible and compatible with
any other Inland Revenue declaration.

Please let me know how the website can be made more
Anthony Smith
useful to members.
TAA Webmaster

Serious consideration will now have to be given to the
continuing funding of our Association. With expenses
as detailed above little surplus remains for our
acknowledged aims of promoting those wishing to
follow an international career in agriculture or the
setting up of similar associations overseas. An
increase in subscription is inevitable and will be
discussed later.

Website

he information available on the web page
continues to grow. This year, for the first time,
copies of the TAA Newsletter have been made available in “Acrobat” format on the web page. A password
is needed to get access to this version of the Newsletter.

T

professionally audited in accordance with the Charities
(Accounts & Reports) Regulations 1995. Spreadsheets
are prepared for expenditure and income in cheque and
date order and submitted to the auditors along with all
supporting documents for preparation of the final
accounts. Requesting the auditors to complete the
accounts obviates any adverse comment a straight
audit might bring out.
Again the main source of income is from subscription,
which indicates a slow decline. The only other source is
the donation given by the Department for International
Development for the Award Fund. Smaller amounts
arise from bank interest and advertising in the
taa Newsletter March 2002

Finally we must acknowledge the work, done on a
voluntary basis, by those members of the Executive
Committee and Regional Groups who organise and
manage events and funds, compile membership and
consultant lists and prepare and distribute the
Newsletter. Management and administration of the
Association utilised 15% of income. This percentage
also includes the cost of insurance, audit fee and
depreciation.
taa Newsletter March 2002

Gift aid declaration
in favour of TAA (UK)

W

e are still looking for response from the
membership with regard to the forwarding of
completed Gift Aid certificates. To date some
95 have been received. This represents extra annual
income to the Association of (20 × 95 × 22/78) £535.90.
Each declaration, which can be by telephone, fax,
email, orally or face to face represents a further (20 ×
22/78) £5.64 addition to resources. Oral and telephoned declarations will be followed up by a written
acknowledgement from the Hon Treasurer. It should
be noted that those who already claim relief on the
subscription, e.g., under charitable deduction on their
Inland Revenue return, cannot also declare it as gift aid
in favour of TAA-UK. For those who require further
explanation I refer them to the internet at
www.inlandrevenue.gov.uk/charities
Please also note that those who have already submitted a
completed certificate need not do so again.
HonTreas.

TAAF Chairman’s report
uring the past year the
Award Fund committee met six times to
consider applications for
awards, to receive and
review reports from
awardees and to discuss
matters associated with
fund raising and other
general business.

D

The number of awards
Keith Armstrong
granted to date now number 94 with a total value of £85,700. Eight awards were
granted during the past year to a value of £7,100 and
were associated with projects in Ghana, Guatemala,
Indonesia, Kenya, Nepal, Nigeria, Peru and Uganda.
A test of success of the Award Fund is the extent to
which Awardees benefit from their experience and
9
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then subsequently are able to follow careers in tropical
agriculture. In the past we have gathered information
on this in an informal manner, and you will recall that
Laurence Sewell also carried out a detailed analysis of
questionnaires on this topic that were sent to all
awardees. The results of this analysis were reported in
the June 2001 Newsletter and are on the Association’s
website.
In February of this year a
Southeast Group meeting was
held during which there were
nine formal presentations from
several awardees, the TAAF,
TAA members and potential
employers. Of particular interest was the experience of the
awardees in how their TAAF
award had helped. I feel that on
this occasion it is of value to
refresh our minds on the recommendations that arose
from that meeting:
❑ The TAAF should continue

to give awards—there are
major benefits in job
procurement
The Fundraising Sub-Committee is currently making contact
❑ Annual seminars should be
with a wide range of charitable
arranged for past awardees
JANE
BRYDEN,
a
TAAF
awardee
recently
returned
trusts
and, as a part of our
in London and the Regions.
from
Nepal
and
now
studying
for
her
MSc
at
Oxford
targeting
of specific donors, a
❑ Consideration should be
University,
addressing
the
AGM
new
TAAF
publicity folder with
given to holding future
suitable leaflet inserts has being
seminars on Saturdays.
produced.
In
this
regard
may I draw member’s
❑ The TAA website should include contacts and
attention
to
the
opportunity
for
you to make personal
career profiles of awardees.
contributions to the Fund either as specific donations
❑ Specific invitations to the TAA Reunion should be
or as bequests.
sent to all awardees.
Finally, it only remains for me to confirm to members
❑ The TAA should write to all awardees after two
that the Award Fund is fit and well and discharging
years to encourage them to continue membership.
the responsibilities placed upon it by the Association.
In the December 2001 Newsletter (page 41: TAAF Awardee
This is due to the combined efforts of the TAAF comUpdate) you will have read of the meeting in April of
mittee, with especial input from Basil Hoare and Jim
past awardees to discuss how the TAAF might be
Watson, and for this I gratefully offer my thanks.
improved and how their links with the TAA could
Keith Armstrong, Chairman, TAAF
continue to help them maintain contact with TAA

Motions to the floor
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members and other awardees. A decision was also
made to form a TAAF awardees network to achieve
this and this will operate mainly through an e-mail
group. This network will form a valuable and direct
link with younger members involved in agricultural
development. Details on how to join the TAAFNET
Group are given in the December Newsletter and the
TAAF Committee urge the TAA membership to join.
There is no charge to join or to use the e-mail group.
Because the Award Fund is dependent upon voluntary contributions the benefits that it can
achieve continue to be constrained by the limited finance
available. Funds received from
non-TAA sources for the past
year totalled £3,200 from DFID
to support three Awardees with
£1,000 being drawn from the
Jarman Fund and the balance
coming from TAA reserves. The
TAAF wishes to thank all
donors, and especially DFID, for
their very generous contributions.

1. That the account of the AGM of December 2000 as
recorded in the March 2001 Newsletter be accepted as a true
and accurate record of the proceedings
Proposed: Mr D. Sutton; Seconded: Mr R. Jenkin. Approved
unanimously.
2. That the audited accounts for the financial year as
presented 2000-2001 be accepted.
Proposed: Mr L. N. Robertson; Seconded: Mr J. Russell. Approved
unanimously.
3. That Messrs. EH Bell & Co. be appointed the
Association’s auditors for the financial year 2001-2002.
Proposed: Mr L.N. Robertson; Seconded: Mr B. Hoare. Approved
unanimously.

Ralph Melville memorial lecture

4. That our retiring President, Sir Charles Pereira be
accorded Honorary Membership of the Association.
Proposed: The Chairman; Seconded: The General Secretary.
Approved unanimously and with acclamation.
5. The proposal from the Executive Committee that the
annual subscription be increased to £30 wef the 20022003 financial year.
Passed near-unanimously with 2 dissenting votes only
6. The proposal from the Executive Committee that Option
3 of the recommendations of the 2010 Woking Group be
implemented wef 1/1/02.
Passed near-unanimously with 3 dissenting votes only

✵
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Foot and mouth and other catastrophes—are they a
consequence of globalisation?
Gareth Davies
Formerly, Epidemiologist, European Commission, Brussels
Paul Tuley has provided me with a brief account of the life
and works of Ralph Melville and I note that after wartime
service he worked in Kenya
eventually becoming Director
of Agriculture. He left that
country in 1965, one year
before I was posted to The East
African Veterinary Research
Organisation (EAVRO) in
Muguga.
The early 1960s marked the
great divide between the agricultural expertise provided by
men such as Ralph Melville,
men of vast experience, not
only experience of tropical agriculture but also of the social
and political environments
Gareth Davies
within which that agriculture
must be made to flourish, and
the post-colonial generation of callow youths such as myself,
any of us with this experience of conditions in
tropical countries have long held the view that
we cannot solve the problems posed by infectious
diseases in Europe without some consideration of the
epidemiology of these same diseases in other parts of
the world. The rapid and ill-controlled movements of
people, animals and animal products across national
boundaries, and more recently across continents,
means that we can no longer adopt the view ascribed
to Neville Chamberlain who spoke of Czechoslovakia
as a distant country of which we know little. It is
fashionable to talk of the “global village” but it is
possible for any of us to be in Hong Kong today and
London or Frankfurt tomorrow, and we may carry
with us a ham sandwich or some other fragment of
meat that contains virus.

M

The diseases that cause us concern are those on the
Office International des Epizooties (OIE) List A:
“transmissible diseases which have the potential for
very serious and rapid spread, irrespective of national
borders, which are of serious socio-economic or public
health consequences and which are of major importance in the international trade in animals and animal
products”.
taa Newsletter March 2002

possessing some scientific knowledge but entirely bereft of
tropical experience. Of course our task was somewhat different
to that of our predecessors;
they had considerable executive
powers whereas we were merely
advisors. They were career
tropical experts; we were mostly
transient observers of conditions
in the developing world.
My limited experience of
veterinary research and development in the developing world
suggests that these post-colonial
arrangements are far from ideal
but they have resulted in a cadre
of senior veterinary staff, in this
and other European Member
States, which is conversant with
conditions in Africa, Asia and
South America, and this informs
their decision-making in global trade issues.
OIE List A diseases
Foot and mouth disease
(FMD)
Vesicular stomatitis
Swine vesicular disease
(SVD)
Rinderpest
Peste des petits ruminants
(PPR)
Contagious bovine
pleuropneumonia (CBPP)

Lumpy skin disease
Rift valley fever
Bluetongue
Sheep pox and goat pox
African horse sickness
(AHS)
African swine fever (ASF)
Classical swine fever (CSF)
Fowl plague
Newcastle disease

Most of these diseases present a threat to European
agriculture and that threat is increasing. It is
increasing for three main reasons:
❑ Movements of animals
❑ Movements of animal products
❑ Climate changes

Movement of animals
Rinderpest is a disease that is spread entirely by the
movement of cattle. It is contagious; the virus is not,
as far as we know, spread through the air and is readily
destroyed by heat and desiccation. Available vaccines
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provide a solid, lifelong immunity. Despite these
factors favourable to the eradication of the disease it
still exists in Pakistan, the Sudan and possibly in the
Yemen. It is a disease that can move across continents
with devastating speed and the hard won gains of the JP
15 programme were destroyed in a matter of months
when civil war in Ethiopia and the Sudan led to cattle
being trucked across to West Africa during the early
1980s.
Peste des petits ruminants is the equivalent to
rinderpest but infecting small ruminants. It is now
widespread from Bangladesh to Turkey. Contagious
bovine pleuropneumonia has spread across the globe
at various times due entirely to the transport of cattle
and is now spreading in Africa.

Movement of animal products
African swine fever is a devastating disease that
maintains a reservoir in wild pigs in Africa. The virus is
highly resistant to putrefaction and it can survive in
chilled carcasses for several months. The importation
of infected meat has led to devastating epidemics in
Brazil, Cuba, Portugal, Spain and Malta where the
entire pig population of the island was slaughtered to
enable eradication.
It is almost certain that the recent FMD epidemic in
Britain was due to some form of animal product
entering the country, legally or illegally, from some part
of the world beyond Europe. The last great epidemic in
1967/8 was due to the importation of sheep meat from
South America and led to the ban of meat on the bone
from countries of doubtful FMD status – a ban that has
been remarkably successful.

Climate change
Variations in ambient temperature and in humidity
facilitate the airborne carriage of viruses such as that
responsible for FMD, but apart from that insect vectors
may respond to climate change. Bluetongue virus of
sheep is spread by Culicoides imicola. Historically it
caused occasional outbreaks of disease in Turkey and
in some of the eastern Greek islands. During the last
few years outbreaks have been reported in southern
Italy, Corsica, the Balkans and the Balearic islands.
Changes in temperature may not only affect the range
of the recognised insect vectors but also the ability of
other insects, in this case Culicoides obsoletus and
Culicoides pulicaris, not previously implicated, to multiply
the virus.
African horse sickness is another insect-borne disease
that has invaded southern Europe in recent years. The
original importation of the virus was thought to be via
zebra, purchased in Africa for a zoo in Portugal, but the
12

virus when it arrived found a suitable insect host that
enabled it to spread in Portugal and southern Spain.
How can we, in Europe, deal with these threats to our
livestock industries? There are three strategies available
to us:
❑ Strengthen the defences of “Fortress Europe”
❑ Modify the structure of the European livestock
industry
❑ Deal with the diseases in their “homelands”

Strengthening the defences
of “Fortress Europe”
The ban on the importation of meat on the bone was
successful not only in this country but also across
continental Europe. Since 1968 when the ban was
imposed until this year there have been no outbreaks of
FMD that could be ascribed to the importation of
contaminated meat or meat products. But we live in a
rapidly changing world. When the European nonvaccination policy for FMD was instituted in 1991 the
threat was seen to be that infected animals might cross
the Community borders from the Middle East and
particularly Turkey. So it was, and the epidemics in Italy
in 1992 and Greece in 1994 were due to the importation
of cattle and sheep respectively.
The European Union is due to expand to the east in the
near future and a great deal of time and European
Commission money has been spent on reinforcing the
inspection posts at the future eastern borders. Now we
have an epidemic that may have had its source in any
part of the world where the Pan-Asia strain of virus
occurs. It is most unlikely that it was due to the
importation of infected animals and we have to guard
against the importation of meat or meat products
whether it comes in containers or in hand luggage.
This surveillance and inspection has been successful so
far in maintaining FMD freedom in North America,
Australia and New Zealand, and a great deal more must
be done to ensure that there are adequate inspection
facilities at each and every intercontinental import
point. New technologies must be brought to bear to
detect animal products and we will have to take a closer
look at the arrangements for the importation of meat
from so-called FMD-free zones.
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due to the traditional pattern of sheep husbandry in this
country but a great deal of it appears to be due to the
unnecessary trading in sheep to take advantage of small
variations in price in various markets and even to
attempts to manipulate the subsidy system.
In Germany the major epidemic of classical swine fever
that occurred in 1993 was due to a dealer who gathered
small consignments of weaner pigs from farms in
Baden-Wurtembug and sold them on to large pig
fattening units in Lower Saxony. That epidemic cost the
public and private purse some 3 billion DM and the
blame for it can be laid fairly at the door of the industry.
Over the last few decades the livestock industry in
Europe and in North America has developed dense
agglomerations of large feed lots and fattening units
that are supplied by a trade that gathers animals from
widely dispersed areas. The large feedlots in Colorado
take in cattle from all over the southern States and the
Dutch sell weaner pigs to fattening units as far distant
as Italy and Spain.
The livestock industry is wide open to devastating
epidemics of rapidly spreading diseases. There is little
in the way of sanitary barriers and minimal health
certification, and if FMD virus gains entry to some of
the large pig units found in Northern Europe there is
little to stop its spread. We also have to bear in mind
that several of the OIE List A diseases are already
present in Europe. Classical swine fever has an
extensive reservoir in European wild boar, African
swine fever still lurks in Sardinia and contagious bovine
pleuropneumonia caused a major epidemic in Italy in
1991, an epidemic that was almost certainly sourced in
another European country.

Dealing with diseases in their “homelands”

Modifying the structures of the European
livestock industries

Although there is a great deal we can do to put our own
European house in order, increasing globalisation
means that we have look outside our borders. I am
reminded of the remark by a French politician some 10
years ago: “either we go into Africa with our
technology, our capital and our expertise or Africa
comes to us.” He was speaking of the prospect of mass
human migration but the same is true of the migration
of diseases. What can we do in the veterinary field, out
of enlightened self-interest, to assist the developing
world?

If each and every importation of virus could be detected
as soon as it caused an outbreak then we could rest
assured that epidemic disease was only a minor threat
to European agriculture. Unfortunately the industry is
so structured so as to facilitate the spread of disease.
FMD was spread around this country through the
movement of sheep during February. Some of this was

First of all we must increase veterinary expertise in FMD
and other epidemic diseases. In this country
laboratories and institutions with a major interest in
such diseases, such as the Institute for Animal Health at
Pirbright and the School for Tropical Veterinary
Medicine in Edinburgh, have suffered grievous
resource cut-backs. These need to be reversed.
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Secondly, we must realise that “high-tech” solutions to
disease problems may not necessarily be applicable to
third world situations. Indeed in this country the failure
to control the FMD epidemic in its early stages was not
due to a lack of scientific expertise but to a failure to
develop a clear strategy and to execute it promptly.
This leads me to a major aid issue. Livestock and their
diseases do not exist in a vacuum; they are dependant
on the surrounding social and political structure. A
major factor in the spread of diseases such as rinderpest
and CBPP in Africa has been conflict, armed or
unarmed, between tribal groups or neighbouring
nations. The main weapon we have in controlling
rapidly spreading diseases is movement control and
that is impossible in conflict situations.
There is a tendency to pursue disease control along
classical lines that may take little account of
contemporary circumstances. The strategy for
controlling CBPP in Africa is the same as it was 50 years
ago in the colonial era: movement control and
vaccination. That was reasonably effective at a time
when both could be enforced but it is no longer so at a
time when much of the continent is in turmoil and
antibiotics are freely available.
I said at the beginning of this presentation that my
generation and its successors have been merely
advisors in the developing world. It is no good giving
advice unless that advice is firmly knitted into a national
strategy for controlling an epidemic disease. A recent
mission to East Africa leads me to two conclusions.
The first is that little headway will be made until the
appropriate governmental structures are in place and
that may mean some form of long-term assignments of
scientists and civil servants, not just to laboratories or
some remote outstation but to the heart of the national
body responsible for policy formulation and execution.
Some such arrangement has been in place in the
Central European candidates for entry to the Union;
during the last few years there have been British and
French ex-civil servants and scientists posted to the
Headquarter Units of Ministries of Agriculture in
Poland, Slovakia and other countries. The second is that
the developing countries must be given some incentive.
They need to develop livestock industries not only to
feed their own population but also to participate in
international trade. If they are blocked from that trade
by discriminatory health regulations then it will be ever
more difficult to knit them into the international
community.
At the commencement of the 21st century the
developments of the 20th are catching up on us. We
have to move quickly if we to avert the threat and realise
the promise of globalisation.

✵
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CATERPILLARS FOR FOOD

Edible caterpillars

Scottish & Borders region seminar, Edinburgh, 27th June 2001:

Crops for Africa—traditional and exotic (concluding paper)

Edible caterpillars in Bas-Congo
Paul Latham
Background
I have been involved in a development project in the Bas-Congo
province of the Democratic Republic of the Congo during the
past 21 years. This commenced as a beekeeping project but has
evolved into a more general rural development programme.
The production of edible caterpillars forms part of this project.
Farmers practise a traditional system of shifting cultivation in
much of Bas-Congo allowing a forest fallow to build up soil
fertility over a number of years. Due to increasing population
and lack of fertility the length of fallow has shortened from
between 15–20 years, sometimes to as little as 4 or 5 years. Yet
the forest and its by-products, in addition to timber, firewood
and charcoal, are of vital importance to the rural population.
They include various vegetables and fruits, mushrooms, edible
insects, medicinal plants, honey, tying materials. Any loss of
forest fallow significantly affects the quality of life.

Insects as a food source
nsects, like the Oryctes beetle larvae or palm worm,
generally represent an important part of the diet of
much of central and southern Africa. Nowhere is this
more the case than in the Congo. A study of animal
protein consumption in Cataractes district of BasCongo, where the project operates, found that 12% of
animal protein consumed was from insects (Gomez et
al., 1961). Many insect species are pests and expensive,
toxic substances are used to kill them yet many of
these species are edible and traditionally have
provided people with an important source of protein
(Ramos-Elorduy and Pino, 1994). It is perhaps ironic
that farmers frequently save crops that contain no
more than 14% protein while killing insects that may
contain over 75% high quality protein (RamosElorduy, 1997). Insects in general have good food
conversion rates from 4:1 or 5:1. Though poultry may
be more efficient (2.6:1), insects have the advantage
that they convert plant material that is often not
consumed by humans into a highly palatable food.

I

protein in a diet otherwise very deficient in protein.
Fish and meat are generally too expensive and the only
other main source of protein is groundnuts. Cassava
root and leaf are the staple foods for most rural and
city dwellers. In the R. D. Congo the consumption of
caterpillars is estimated to be 40% of total animal
protein consumed. Malaisse and Parent (1980) analysed the nutritional value of 22 species of edible caterpillar and found the kcal/100 g dry weight averaged
457 and crude protein content averaged 63.5%.
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This highly gregarious forest species appears from
December to January and is very much-appreciated.
The eggs are usually laid in groups on the leaves of
Ricinodendron heudelotii, Petersianthus macrocarpus
(African stinkwood), Funtumia africana (False rubber
tree) or Holarrhena floribunda. Droppings found below
a tree indicate the presence of this species and the tree
may be marked by tying palm leaves around the trunk
to claim ownership of the colony. Initially larvae have
long hairs but in the final instar when they are
collected most of these are lost. When moulting,
caterpillars first descend the trunk of the tree to 1–2m
above ground level (Fig. 2).
Fig. 3. Imbrasia ertli caterpillars collected from the trunk of a
tree when they descend to moult.
With the shortening of the forest fallow the food
plants, particularly Petersianthus macrocarpus, have
become less common and over-collection of the caterpillar itself has reduced its numbers. Traditionally
Ricinodendron heudelotii trees were planted in the
villages in Bas-Congo to attract this caterpillar.
Providing a reasonable number of caterpillars are
allowed to descend to the ground to pupate in the soil
the moths will often lay their eggs on the same food
plant, or on others nearby, so that a continual supply
can be obtained.

Quantities harvested from an area of savannah or
forest vary greatly according to species and the
prevalence of their food plants. However it is
estimated that for Cirina forda an amount of 5 kg dry
caterpillars can be produced per ha. Mopane worms in
southern Africa are gathered and marketed
commercially to the value of over 1 million Rand
annually and in Malawi yields of 14.63 kg/ha have
been recorded (Munthali and Mughogho, 1992).
Often sufficient quantities are found during the rainy
season for them to be sun dried and kept for use
throughout the year or else transported live to the
main markets

Cirina forda = (Pallid emperor) Ngala

Species—Mainly species of Saturniidae (Emperor
moths) e.g. Imbrasia ertli (Diverse Emperor—Mvinsu
in Ntandu dialect of Kikongo., Cirina forda but
Notodontidae are also important e.g. Anaphe sp. A
total of over 40 species are known to be eaten in BasCongo.

Fig. 2. Close up of colony of Imbrasia ertli on the base of a
Funtumia tree. The caterpillars descend from the foliage of the
tree each time they moult. It is at this stage they are collected
for eating.

Edible caterpillars
Caterpillars are an important traditional source of
food in Bas-Congo. In common with much of central
and southern Africa, they provide a valuable source of

Edible caterpillars

Fig. 1. Imbrasia ertli moth—an important species producing
a much-appreciated caterpillar in Bas-Congo.
taa Newsletter March 2002

Normally the whole colony is taken and can either be
eaten after roasting or boiling or else can be sun dried
for later use (Fig. 3).
taa Newsletter March 2002

A gregarious, savannah species also appearing from
December to January in Bas-Congo. Again it is much
sought after but has become difficult to find in some
areas where it used to be common. This is primarily
due to annual bush fires that destroy the pupae laid
about 5 cm underground. Only one host plant is
known in Bas-Congo, Crossopteryx febrifuga, the Ordeal
tree. Defoliation of the tree usually indicates the
presence of this caterpillar. A pyramid of eggs is laid
on a twig and these hatch out and feed nearby.
Moulting takes place wherever the caterpillars happen
to be, rather than in a group. The final instar is
normally collected before the caterpillars fall to the
ground and pupate just below the soil surface. Unless
disturbed this species does not move far from the area
the previous generation occupied and it can be reared
annually on the same spot. If bush fires can be
restricted to certain times of the year it has been
shown that pupae are not so badly affected.
Production of this species can easily amount to 5 kg
dried caterpillars/ha as the food plant is a very
common savannah species in many areas of the
province. Gut contents have to be removed before
cooking.
15
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Anaphe sp. = (African silk worm)
Nkankiti (Fig. 4)
A Notodontidae species, the
larvae of which build a strong
waterproof sack in which the
colony live during the day, coming out to feed at night on various
Bridelia species (B. micrantha,
ferruginea and ripicola). Because of
their high fat content they are
particularly appreciated. This
species, though becoming difficult to find in Bas-Congo, is
widely distributed in the region.
The food plant is common and it
should be possible to increase
production with the right management. The larvae are fried
without removing the gut contents.

It is mainly children who collect caterpillars, though I
have often been aware, while walking in the bush, that
most people keep a constant watch out for edible
caterpillars. Frequently people will bring back young
larvae and place them on trees near their homes where
they can keep an eye on them. Many villages have a few
Acacia auriculiformis trees planted nearby and these are
used to rear the caterpillars of a number of species
until they are ready to eat. Some farmers have taken
this a step further and allow a proportion of caterpillars to form cocoons and frequently, for certain
species, the resulting moths will lay eggs on the same
or nearby trees.
The development project I work with is involved in the
conservation of some of the important species of
edible caterpillar and their food plants. This involves:
1. Working out propagation methods for the food

plants, particularly where caterpillar species are
only found on one species of plant e.g., Cirina forda
that feeds exclusively on Crossopteryx febrifuga in BasCongo.
2. Teaching farmers methods of conservation. To help

villagers recognise the various species of caterpillars and their food plants an illustrated manual
has been produced in both French and Kongo. A
flip chart and poster have been developed for use as
an extension tool in village meetings. Traditionally
people did not cut down trees when collecting
caterpillars. Nor did they collect the pupae and they
16

tree on which they are most frequently found. This
appears to be the case throughout Africa, wherever
caterpillars are eaten. Caterpillar species also enter
into folklore and are commonly invested with human
characteristics. In Bas-Congo a number of proverbs
relate to caterpillars and their behaviour.

and Mughogho, 1992). In this connection the
importance of the forest fallow should be reemphasised because, in large parts of the humid
tropics, it still represents the only practical method for
replenishing soil fertility (Nye and Greenland, 1960).
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Soil and water conservation in the tropics, Durham University, 6th September 2001
3. Identifying sites where caterpillars can be

Incentives in soil conservation

introduced and reared safely. These have to be safe
from fire and theft. A forest fallow with plenty of
beehives is a good site for rearing caterpillars.

David Sanders
President, World Association of Soil and Water Conservation

Preparation, storage and palatability
A good knowledge of local plants is vital when
collecting caterpillars. The gut contents of some
caterpillars have to be removed, particularly if they
have been feeding on ‘toxic’ plants. This is particularly
the case with Lobobunea phaedusa (the Blotched
Emperor), which feeds on a wide range of plants. A
number of caterpillars possess spines or long hairs
that must be removed before eating. This is usually
done by singeing them off on a hot metal sheet over
the fire and is done before removing the gut contents.
They are then either boiled or fried with peanut butter,
mixed with cassava leaves, cooked with pumpkin and
sesame seeds or simply fried with salt and a few hot
peppers. The African silk moth larvae contain a good
amount of fat so can be fried without additional oil.
Frequently, and especially if large quantities of
caterpillars are harvested, they are dried out in the sun
and stored for later use or sold in the local markets.

Cultural aspects
Caterpillars are considered a luxury food on a par with
the fruit of the African pear (Dacryodes edulis) in BasCongo. They usually bear the same name as the food
taa Newsletter March 2002

ome five years ago I attended a workshop in
Thailand on how soil conservation programmes
are being implemented and what the problems are.
The meeting concluded that progress is being made
largely because the importance of fully involving the
land users is now generally accepted as a precondition
to success. New methodologies have been developed
to make this possible and most soil conservation
programmes are designed to take this into account. In
fact, all donor organisations seem to be demanding
that all the projects that they fund adequately provide
for “people’s participation”.

With this in mind, four of us working on behalf of the
World Association of Soil and Water Conservation
invited some 50 people, who are well known for their
work in this field, to contribute papers that could be
made into a book on the subject. The book, Incentives in
Soil Conservation—from Theory to Practice, was published
in 1999. This was an important piece of work and my
presentation today is based on what we discovered as
we worked on the book.

But the workshop did highlight one major shortcoming: even where the land users are fully involved
there may still be little progress. The reason is that
land users may simply not be willing or may not be
able to change their practices because of the prevailing economic, social or political forces that are
beyond their control. Programmes have been trying to
overcome this problem by using a variety of incentives. Unfortunately many of the incentives used have
proved to be ineffective or even counterproductive.
Clearly, there was a need to examine incentives more
closely and to discover which incentives will work and
under what circumstances.

There are many types of incentives but they can be
divided into two broad categories, direct and indirect.
Direct incentives can be provided in cash in the form
of wages, grants, subsidies and loans, or in kind
through the provision of food aid, agricultural
implements, livestock, trees, seeds, etc., or as a combination of the two. Indirect incentives include fiscal
and legislative measures such as tax incentives,
guaranteed inputs and input prices, and land tenure
arrangements. They include services such as extension services, technical assistance, agricultural
mechanisation, marketing, storage, education and
training. They include social services, community

S
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organisations and the decentralisation of decisionmaking.
Our study highlighted the fact that indirect incentives
are by far the more important. This particularly applies to land tenure rights, markets and prices, and
decentralisation of decision-making. Equally important are disincentives. Like incentives, disincentives
come in many forms, varying from cash or in-kind
payments to tax disincentives and legal measures. In
the end, the way a farmer reacts to land degradation
and soil conservation programmes is most likely to be
the result of him or her weighing up all the different
incentives and disincentives that may be available or in
force at the time.

Where and when should incentive
be used?
The Landcare programme in Australia has demonstrated how incentives, if well thought out and used, can
be very effective in persuading land users to take up
and continue to use new and better conservation
practices. On the other hand, there have been many
cases where incentives have had very little long-term
effect, with land users carrying out prescribed works
only for the sake of obtaining short-term benefits and
quickly reverting to their old ways once the incentive is
withdrawn. You will all be aware of examples of this.
The massive use of food-aid as an incentive in
Ethiopia during the 1970s and 1980s is a good
example.
The first lesson to be learnt is that incentives, whether
direct or indirect, should be related to what has been
called “farmer pull” rather than “technology push”. In
other words, if incentives are to be effective they must
be directed towards problems, as perceived by the
land users, rather than just the implementation of
technical measures.
The book provides simple guidelines that can be used
to indicate where incentives are likely to work and
where they are needed. I will quickly look at just a
couple of these.

When should incentives be used?
It’s best to start by looking at the problems
themselves. The effects of land degradation fall within
two broad categories (Table 1): on-site (or on-farm)
and off-site (or off-farm). These can be broken down
again into four categories, depending on whether the
preventive measures needed are perceived by those
involved to be cost effective (“economic”) or not cost
effective (“uneconomic”).
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Table 1. The effects of land degradation.
Economic
Uneconomic

On-site
1
3

Off-site
2
4

1. Where the problem is on-site and the treatment is

economic, that is, it is perceived by the land user to
more than pay for itself, the task is primarily one of
extension and providing the land user with the
correct type of information. No other incentive
should be needed. For example, it may be possible
to solve the problem by helping the on-site land
user change his farming practice from, say, clean
cultivation to no-tillage, as has been done very
effectively in southern Brazil.
2. Where the problem is off-site and the treatment is

economic, the task is again one of extension and
again no other incentive should be needed.
3. Where the problem is on-site and the treatment is

uneconomic, i.e., not considered worthwhile doing
by the land user, (e.g., an expensive terracing
system may be needed), three possibilities arise:
❑ the land user treats the problem for the public
good but contrary to his own economic advantage;
❑ the land user is forced to carry out the required
measures (regulation);
❑ the land user is subsidised to do what is required
through one or more incentives.
4. The most difficult situation arises where the

problem manifests itself off-site and the on-site
treatment is uneconomic for the land user to
implement. For example, the cultivation of the
upper slopes of a watershed may lead to the
flooding of a town many kilometres away. Here the
use of incentives may prove to be essential, not only
in the short-term but also on a continuing basis.

Causes and constraints
The importance of fully involving the land user in soil
conservation programmes is now recognised but what
are still not generally appreciated are the constraints
under which land users operate.
There are extrinsic and intrinsic factors (Table 2) that
affect all land users.
Distinguishing between these factors is important if
the correct incentives are to be selected. Too often we
concentrate on the intrinsic factors. For example, it
may be a waste of time to provide technical training to
taa Newsletter March 2002
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a farmer if his real problem is lack of long-term access
to land or capital. This is a mistake frequently made in
projects in developing countries.

measures. Experience demonstrates that incentives
may be justified for both rich and poor land users
where society clearly stands to gain.

Table 2. Land user attributes.

One important conclusion—and one that will surprise some of you—is that the use of incentives may be
justified on a continuing basis. Numerous examples
exist of projects failing after incentives were
withdrawn. Obviously the land users did not consider
the conservation practices profitable without the
incentives. But if society derives adequate benefits
from the conservation activities, then there is a case
for the incentives to be continued indefinitely. It may
be necessary, and also fair, that those who benefit pay
the costs.

Extrinsic factors

Resources of land, labour, capital,
equipment, etc.

Intrinsic factors

Awareness, technical understanding, conservation attitudes, etc.

Some findings about the use of incentives
in soil conservation programmes
The adoption of agricultural innovations, in general,
and in soil conservation in particular, is a complex
process. Few farmers are able to adopt even simple
technologies, let alone packages of conservation
measures without adjusting their traditional practices
and their livelihood strategies. The book concludes
therefore, that a necessary condition for adoption is
that changes must be profitable to the farmer. But,
profit by itself may not be sufficient to stimulate the
required change. Profit maximisation, while being an
important driving force, is by no means the only
motivational force.
It should also be understood that the objective of
incentives should be to alter the long-term behaviour
of the land users, not simply to boost adoption rates in
order to meet project targets. It is all too easy for
incentives to turn into wages without the recipients
making the linkage between the incentives and the
desired conservation. Far too often, incentive
schemes, such as food-for-work programmes, do not
alter the land user’s behavioural pattern.

What is the justification for providing incentives?
Essentially, incentives are needed when the adoption
of conservation measures are not profitable to the
land users. Broadly, they are justified when the
adoption of these measures produces benefits that are
external to the farm and the provider of the incentive
receives the benefits. If society benefits, there is a case
for society paying.
Incentives are not simply justified by low incomes. If
the desired conservation measures are profitable to
the land users, it is most likely that the land users will
find the way to finance the necessary changes. If they
cannot, then it may be necessary to provide enabling
incentives, such as cheap credit or improved land
rights. Incentives may be necessary to overcome
barriers to the adoption of profitable conservation
taa Newsletter March 2002

What is the impact of different incentives?
This was difficult because to evaluate the impact of
incentives, it is necessary to carefully monitor their
use and effects. One thing that this study shows is that
monitoring is difficult to do and, in fact, is seldom
done. Changes in behaviour patterns are particularly
difficult to assess and therefore the benefits
attributable to the incentives hard to measure.
Also, it is difficult to differentiate between the effects
of incentives and external factors such as weather and
markets. Because of this, it is understandable that
some of the contributors to our study came up with
different conclusions. This was so in the case of foodfor-work. The conclusion from a Central American
project was that food-aid led to dependency. But
another writer claimed that food-for-work was an
appropriate incentive in Tunisia. Interestingly, the
conclusions of a review of the huge food-for-work
programme in Ethiopia in the 1980s was that the topdown approach and selection of inappropriate
techniques were more important factors in the failure
of the scheme than the use of food-for-work as the
incentive. And, even more interestingly, it was found
in Indonesia that the effectiveness of the same
incentives not only differed between projects but
between farmers in the same project.
A crucial issue is whether farmers actually desire a
change and are prepared to alter their farming
systems. Unless the change is genuinely desired, the
farmers will just “take the money and run”.
It is significant that, again and again, the contributors
to the study came back to the issue of profitability. In
one way or another, they all tend to conclude that soil
conservation must be profitable for the land user if it
is to be sustained. To some this means that soil
conservation must be profitable in its own right
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without outside incentives. To others it means that
outside incentives must be provided as long as the
conservation activity is not profitable by itself. But
most agree that, when the measures are profitable to
the land user, they are likely to be adopted and
maintained. That is, using incentives to make projects
profitable contributes to their success. And,
importantly, the sustainability of soil conservation
measures depends upon their continued profitability,
either with or without continued external incentives.

The future challenge
From this study it would seem that the most
important requirement at present is to remove the
many disincentives to conservation that presently
exist. This may be more difficult than it first seems.
Many existing government policies are designed to
overcome other problems, such as inadequate food
production and low farm incomes, and often these
unintentionally contribute towards land degradation.
The problem is understandable. Governments, and

society in general, are inclined to view food
production and the welfare of the farmers as more
important than soil conservation. A major problem
facing people like us is to reconcile the multiple
objectives of society and not simply to argue for soil
conservation for its own sake.
Another challenge is to design sustainable incentives.
As numerous chapters in the book illustrate, soil
conservation incentives, particularly in the form of
subsidies and technical assistance, tend to be
temporary measures. Usually, when these incentives
are withdrawn, conservation activities also cease.
There is a need to build the right types of incentives
into the social and economic systems for the
continuance of soil conservation programmes. Also,
the effectiveness of using incentives for soil
conservation is constrained by the institutions within
which they are applied. The challenge is to devise
incentives that work within the particular institutional
structure in which the problem exists. Certainly, there
is no single incentive appropriate for every problem.

Obstacles to adoption of soil and water conservation
practices in Central Africa
Henry Elwell
Abstract
In spite of the great advances made in Central Africa towards
understanding the cause effect relationships governing
soil erosion and the continued improvement of conservation
technologies over the last 70 years, efforts by governments and
NGOs to introduce more advanced or more appropriate
conservation methods into the smallholder sector are failing
dismally. In addition, although colonial governments
succeeded in ensuring that mechanical conservation works
protected large tracts of the region’s arable lands, these are now
breaking down through neglect and new lands are not being
protected at all. Although the reasons for the unpopularity of
conservation programmes are many and varied this paper
identifies four areas that greatly contribute to the lack of
success.

Introduction
esearch and field experience in Central Africa over
the last 70 years has greatly improved understanding of the physical processes initiating rainfall
erosion and the methods of protecting arable lands.
The late 1920s saw the introduction of programmes of
mechanical conservation designed to control rill and

R
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gully erosion. Methods of mechanical protection
included contour ridge layouts or bunds, directional
ridging and, to a lesser degree, bench terracing.
Initially applied in commercial farming, these
methods were gradually introduced into the
smallholder sector over the next 30 years. The early
1970s saw this focus broadened with research into
minimum and zero tillage systems designed to
control sheet erosion between the contour ridges
(bunds). Such techniques as wheeltrack planting,
rough tillage, ripping into mulch and rip and
disk tillage were researched and extended to
commercial farmers. During the 1980s, work began
on developing methods of controlling sheet erosion
on arable lands in the smallholder sector. Among this
new generation of tillage systems were rip on row, notill tied ridging and no-till strip cropping. The 1990s
were characterised by a growing awareness of the
need to introduce low external input agriculture into
the smallholder sector and for a more holistic
approach to conservation. Thus such initiatives as
permaculture, organic farming, agroforestry, natural
methods of pest control, fodder banks and the
integration of animals into the cropping programmes
taa Newsletter March 2002
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THE USE OF WILDLIFE IN THE TROPICS: who gains? – who loses?
Monday 18th March 2002
Dept of Anthropology, University of Durham*
10.30

Arrival and Coffee

11.00

Introduction

11.15

John Cooper. The Role of Birds as a Sustainable Resource

11.45

John Fletcher. Domestication of Deer in Tropical Regions

12.15

Discussion

12.30

TAA Business

12.45

Lunch

13.45

Margaret Cooper. Wildlife—Legal, Ethical and Cultural Issues

14.15

John Hutton. (To be announced)

15.00

Tea

15.15

Video on Small Animals in West Africa. Followed by discussion on domestication issues.

16.00

Summary

16.15

Depart

*43, Old Elvet. 29, on the University Map. A location map is also available on the Diary page of
the Web Site ( www.taa.org.uk). Lunch, tea and Coffee—£10. Those intending to attend should
either return the relevant tear-off slip (Newsletter Extra page iii) to Tony Smith or contact him
directly – anthony.smith@talk21.com
SOUTH-WEST REGION
❑

Spring Meeting—Thursday, 18 April at Long Ashton Research Station, Bristol. Maintaining
bio-diversity and its importance to small-scale farming in the tropics.
The full programme will be put on the TAA website in mid-March and after that date can be
obtained from John Russell (Tel. 01392 493870; e-mail: jfarussell@aol.com).

❑

Summer Meeting—2nd or 3rd week July at Bicton College, Devon.
Pig husbandry in the tropics. The exact date will be posted on the website by the end of March.
Contact H.G. Evans (Tel. 01392 841485).

❑

Autumn Meeting—late September at Long Ashton Research Station, Bristol.
The economics, ethics and marketing of tobacco production. Likely to include other cash
crops. This seminar will be our last to be held at LARS before it sadly closes down.
Contact J.W.Reed (Tel./Fax: 01258 820245).
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SOUTH-EAST REGION

LESSONS TO BE LEARNT FROM OVERSEAS ASIGNMENTS

Tuesday 16th April 2002

Greencoat
Forums

Wednesday, 17th April 2002
The Linnean Society, Piccadilly, 2–5 PM
Members and friends of Members will make short presentations of up to 10 minutes’ duration,
illustrating lessons they have learnt from recent or more distant overseas assignments. Those willing
to speak or participate are requested to complete the relevant tear-off slip and return it to Dick Jenkin

followed by talk at 7.15pm

on the ingredients for an inclusive society

24 Greencoat Place, London SW1P 1RD

A series of informal monthly evenings
hosted by MRA Initiatives of Change

JOINT MEETING WITH THE INSTUTIONS OF CIVIL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS

Lord Plumb of Coleshill

PEOPLE, PATHS AND PAYLOADS

Farmer, Former President of the NFU, MEP and President
of the European Parliament. Member of the House of Lords

An early evening seminar on access and mobility in rural areas
Tuesday, 21st May 2002, 6.30 PM (Tea from 5.30 PM)
The Institution of Civil Engineers, 1 Great George Street. Westminster

6.30pm for light refreshments

Places at each forum are limited to 100 and
early registration is advised. To register, or for
further information, please contact:

will speak on the theme

Greencoat Forums
24 Greencoat Place
London SW1P 1RD
Tel: 020 7798 6000
Email: forum@london.mra.org.uk

Where should our food come from?

This is the third seminar in the series on ‘Engineering for Agriculture and Rural Development’
organised by TAA and the two Institutions. There will be three fascinating presentations by Dr Peter
Crossley (Cranfield University, Mr Andy Carling (Footpath Consultant, Cumbria) and Mr Colin
Gourley (TRL Ltd), on the theme:

Those intending to attend should inform Ms Ruth Dennett (ruth.dennett@ice.org.uk Tel: 0207 665
2154) or Derek Sutton (Derek.Sutton@dial.pipex.com Tel 01462 89330303)

To: Dick Jenkin, 45, Linden Close New Haw, Surrey, KT 15 3HG
I…………………………………………….and/or………………………………………………… Intend to attend

S-ER

Rural Transport & Travel & the Footpaths & Tracks that facilitate this.

the meeting at The Linnean Society on the 17th April and am/are willing to give a short
presentation on the topic………………………………………………………………………………………………

THE ANNUAL VISIT – ROTHAMSTED RESEARCH STATION

10.30
11.00
12.15

Arrive. Coffee in the Yates Suite, Conference Centre

I………………………..……....………………and……………………………....………………………... intend to

Tour of the Station Farm (Dr Susan Bolton)
Professor John Pickett, Biological Chemistry Division. ‘The work of the Division and how this
underpins research into global subsistence agriculture’.

participate in the visit to Rothamsted on 24th May. Cheque for £………. enclosed.

12.45
13.45

Sandwich Lunch

Dr Ian Denholm, Plant and Invertebrate Ecology Division. ‘Overview of work on the ecology
and management of insect pests’
Professor Brian Kerry, Deputy Director
Professor David Powlson, Agriculture and Environment Division
Professor John Lucas, Plant-Pathogen Interaction Division

address………………………………………………………………………………………………….......................

Tea
Depart

I ………………………………..will attend the TAA Workshop at Durham on 18th March, with

Those intending to attend are requested to return the relevant tear-off slip to Dick Jenkin together with
a cheque for £6 per person to cover the cost of lunch—this will include fruit juice, mineral water, fruit
and coffee.

Please return a.s.a.p to: Anthony Smith, ‘Rothes’ Frankscroft, Peebles, EH45 9DX

…………………………………..guests. Field of Interest………………............…………………………..
Tel:…………………………..Fax…………………………..email……………………………
Suggestions for future meetings…………………………………………………………………….

(ii)
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S/BR, Durham

14.15
14.45
15.15
15.45

I would like a copy of the location map for the Station. Please forward to this

ROTHAMSTED

To: Dick Jenkin, 45, Linden Close, New Haw, Surrey, KT 15 3HG

Friday, 24th May 2002
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began to be added to conservation programmes.
Nevertheless, in spite of all these innovative
developments voluntary uptake of conservation
methodologies has been appalling low throughout
Central Africa.
The content of this paper will focus on the reasons for
low adoption of conservation technologies by the
smallholder sector. In this context, smallholder
farming is characterised by subsistence farmers living
predominantly in the semi-arid regions of Central
Africa. Although the reasons for poor uptake of
conservation technologies are many and varied, the
following shortcomings are considered to be major
obstacles to the success of conservation programmes:
❑ Lack of government support
❑ Incorrect mode of technology development and

transfer
❑ Farmer perceptions
constraints
❑ Inappropriate aid

and

socio

economic

Lack of government support
The most common conservation methods found in
the region are contour ridges or bunds. These open
ditches are onerous to construct but colonial
governments insisted that they should be used to
protect all lands in the smallholder sectors. The
function of these structures was not usually explained
satisfactorily to the people and defaulters could have
their right to cultivate taken away. The rising
nationalist movements took advantage of the
unpopularity of conservation works and opposed
them, encouraging local people to destroy them. On
coming to power, conservation continued to be
unpopular and an embarrassment to the new
nationalist governments who found it difficult to
explain to people why they should now conserve their
land.
In recent times new conservation technologies have
been developed to protect the land lying between the
contour ridges from sheet erosion that was known to
be a major threat to cropland. However, these new
conservation measures have received little or no
support from government ministries and their field
staff.
The reasons for this are many and vary in importance
from country to country. Conservation remains a dirty
word over much of Central Africa and extension staff
set aside little time for it and prefer to concentrate on
promoting production methods or on drought relief
programmes. Aid programmes are more popular
among government staff particularly where perks are
taa Newsletter March 2002

substantial. Most ministries are short of funds,
transport and trained staff, and morale has never been
lower. Governments have always preferred to invest
funds in short-term high-return production projects
rather than in long-term conservation programmes.

Incorrect mode of technology
development and transfer
During the colonial period the western model of
technology development and transfer, referred to as
“top-down”, was introduced. In this approach the
movement of new knowledge is from research to the
extension services and on to the farmer. It has been
found that the top-down approach has worked
reasonably well in commercial agriculture with its
simplified factory-style production approach, but has
been a total failure in the complex situations of the
resource-poor traditional peasant farmer. This could
account for the low rate of adoption of researched
technologies (estimated to be around 5% only) by
smallholder farmers.
The alternative to top-down technology transfer is
called “bottom-up”. In its purest form it is entirely
farmer driven. The farmers develop the technology,
and evaluate and extend it to other farmers. The role
of the extension services is minimal, being mainly to
motivate and mobilise communities, to assist in the
spread of successful farmer innovations and to inform
research of farmer needs. Thus the role of research is
to solve problems identified by the farmers.
Naturally, the change from top-down to bottom-up
requires research and extension personnel to give up
power to the very people they habitually regard as
backward. The habit of telling the “illiterate peasant”
what to do is still deeply engrained, or at least it would
seem so. Instead of embracing the new philosophy
wholeheartedly, government agencies have brought in
methods that they claim are bottom-up or
participatory but which, in reality, have been
introduced merely to improve the adoption rate of the
top-down process.
One of the first government initiatives in so-called
“participatory” approaches was the development of
Farming Systems Research (FSR) teams. Initially, this
meant little change but researchers used data
collected during Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) surveys
to improve the applicability of their research and to
provide information to increase the chances of
“selling” the developed technologies to smallholders.
The process thus remained essentially top-down and
adoption rates remained disappointingly low.
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Blaming the marked lack of take up upon the
inaccuracy of the data collected by specialist teams in
RRA surveys, FSR teams changed to the Participatory
Rural Appraisal (PRA) approach of data collection.
This involved communities in the data collection in
the hope that information would be more accurate
and communities would feel part of the project and be
more committed to using the developed technologies.
About the same time, on-farm research came into
vogue. It was not long, however, before social
scientists were pointing out that PRA did not create a
genuine partnership nor did it empower people
sufficiently to ensure project sustainability once the
FSR team had withdrawn from the area.
In Central Africa only one purely bottom-up approach
was Training For Transformation (TFT), originally
developed in Kenya in 1974. TFT was initiated as a
social tool to overcome the lack of self-respect, selfconfidence and self-reliance of rural people. Apart
from the initial training given to a handful of rural
farmers, there was no further specialist involvement.
Yet, by 1982, 400 community leaders had been trained
in the methodology and were in the process of
training a further 50,000 rural households.
Unfortunately, an outcome of the programme was that
communities began to question political decisions
and TFT was hastily banned. Although Zimbabwe
agreed to apply TFT, and hundreds of the handbooks
were ready for distribution in 1994, they were never
released by the responsible ministry.
It seems, therefore, that true bottom-up development
and transfer of technology is unlikely to find favour in
Central Africa among technocrats and politicians in
the immediate future. On the other hand, there is
growing awareness among NGO staff, in particular,
that no progress will be made until rural communities
are truly empowered to take charge of their own lives
and of development and conservation programmes.

Farmer perceptions and
socio-economic constraints
Farmer expectations
For generations, governments and agribusinesses
have promoted high input-output commercial
farming as the ideal model for the future.
Smallholders are told that they can also become
successful commercial farmers by adopting this
model. The success of high external input farming
depends on optimal soil fertility, optimal soil
moisture, adequate finance, sound cash flow, high
levels of management, assured markets and
22

guaranteed prices, most of which are deficient in the
smallholder sector. As a consequence of the
promotion of inappropriate high input technologies,
yields of maize, the staple food in the region, are
declining steadily, financial positions are worsening,
and household food security is deteriorating. One of
the undesirable consequences is that many
smallholders use their meagre resources to purchase
as much of a high input package as possible, while
other important conditions fall far short of what is
required to achieve optimal yields.

Community perceptions
Sociological surveys carried out in the region have
pointed to a lack of understanding of cause-effect
relationships in traditional societies. Among the
elderly, land degradation is often attributed to
witchcraft or to the spirits punishing society for
deviating from traditional customs. On the other hand
children born into a degraded environment have little
perception of its true potential and often do not
appreciate that any change has taken place in the
availability of natural resources and in the productivity
of the land. They are inclined to attribute the
degradation and loss of productivity to natural causes
such as “poor rains” and to discount poor land
husbandry as a principal cause. Often, communal
societies resent any of their members “stepping out of
line” and seek ways of applying pressure on those that
do. The pressure is often covert, taking the form of
witchcraft or driving cattle onto the cooperating
farmer’s field during the night. Projects involving
cohesive groups such as church or women’s clubs
later proved to be much more successful in resisting
this form of peer pressure. Nevertheless, surveys
continued to show that fear of being singled out is a
major reason for communal people being reluctant to
take part in conservation programmes.

Soil & water

Using trials as demonstrations has often resulted in
farmers adopting inappropriate treatments. The
construction of conservation works (storm drains,
contours, ridges, terraces, etc.) often involve heavy
work but a general trend is for the young people and
male heads of households to migrate from rural
communities to seek employment in the towns or on
commercial farms. This loss of the most able workers
continues to have a strong negative impact on
conservation programmes. Disease is now impacting
to a great extent on conservation programmes, and
AIDS in particular has made rapid inroads into Africa
and is expected to annihilate about 45% of the active
adult population within the next 10–15 years, leaving a
vast labour vacuum in the smallholder sector.

Inappropriate aid
Rural communities are resistant to agenda that do not
match their perceived priorities. Though loss of soil
and water through excessive sheet erosion may be
severely limiting agricultural output in the poorest
areas, conservation programmes will be low on the
priority list when crops fail. In these circumstances
drought relief programmes take precedence.
Unfortunately the drought relief programmes are
often so badly conceived that they invariably fall short
of ensuring future food security. Drought relief
programmes in Central Africa are undermining the
food security of the people and exposing them to even

The conservation and improvement of sloping lands
Peter Storey
The Conservation and Improvement of Sloping Lands is the
title of a set of books by the author. This paper illustrates some
of his experiences whilst working in Taiwan and Nepal.

Other factors

Soil conservation

Generally, even the much vaunted on-farm approach
has met with little success as a means of conducting
research or as a springboard for conservation
programmes. The early generation of on-farm trials
often foundered because farmers did not apply
consistent management levels to each of the
treatments being tried on his farm. More often than
not all the inputs (usually State provided) would be
diverted on to his favoured treatment and completely
neglect the rest. In recent years government staff have
become confused over the correct functions of onfarm trials, often using “trials” as “demonstrations”.
taa Newsletter March 2002

greater risk of crop failure in the future. Being Africa,
the food supplied is always maize meal and the main
seed supplied in drought packs is hybrid maize seed
which farmers are duped into believing will give them
higher yields. This combination of feeding starving
people with maize meal and providing them with
maize seed to plant creates a maize-and-aid
dependency. Maize takes over from the traditional
drought resistant crops and the harvest then begins to
fail more often and people become even more
dependent on aid. That is a worrying enough trend,
but even worse than that is the growing phenomenon
of people not planting at all and demanding food aid
every year simply because they have become
dependent upon aid. The problem can be solved by
providing the recipients with food relief and with
planting seed appropriate to that particular ecological
zone. It is perhaps understandable that Emergency
Aid programmes can lead to difficulties of all sorts
but, unfortunately, Development Aid is not without its
own troubles. The main problem arises from well
meaning NGOs attempting to do too much for the
recipient community by undermining the self-reliance
and self-respect of the people it is supposed to be
assisting. Aid programmes should be designed to
ensure that effort is apportioned between the donor
and the recipient and withdrawn rapidly if the
benefiting community does not pull its weight. People
who have lost the will to fend for themselves are
unlikely to engage in the sort of participatory
conservation programmes now in vogue.

aiwan. Shortly after arriving in Taiwan in 1963 I
observed horrific soil erosion in the mountains
caused during Typhoon Gloria. My first experience of
soil conservation was in 1965 when I was involved in
agricultural extension work, and in teaching at the Yu
Shan Mountain Peoples Agricultural Training Centre.
Soil conservation trials showed clearly that the
different contour strips and half terraces were losing
fertility while the terraces were not.

T

When I was farm manager in 1966 the farm was
scarcely using its mountainside land and I set about
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reversing that situation. Razor grass (Imperata
cylindrica) covering the land was cut and composted,
appropriate terrace lines were marked out and the
larger rocks moved onto them. Terraces were then
built keeping most of the topsoil on top. Where the
land was too rocky the soil was scraped off and put
into the spaces between the rocks, and bananas and
Desmodium planted. Farmers then started to make
terraces although previously they had not followed
similar advice given by government experts.
After further study and working in another part of
Taiwan I initiated a project that grew to cover 45
villages and developed a piece of hillside. Labour costs
had risen but fortunately most villages had at least one
walking tractor. I designed a bulldozer conversion kit
that could be fitted to walking tractors. It proved
effective in making terraces and could also be used for
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making paddy fields, fishponds, farm tracks, etc. The
bulldozer was used to make terraces by the throwingdown method that is quick and relatively easy. The
bulldozer was stable and could be used crabwise
where a conventional bulldozer would be likely to turn
over. The result was terraces keyed into the hillside
and the topsoil on top instead of being buried. In 1979
the project was handed over to local people.
Nepal. In 1980 when I went to Nepal I tried various
methods of soil and water conservation as steep
erodible slopes were used to grow maize and wheat,
with a high degree of rainy season soil loss (up to 2.5
in/yr). In 1982 I was able to establish soil conservation
trials on lateritic soil, comparing the normal slope
cultivation with the government-promoted contour
strips, half terraces and full terraces.
The following year another piece of very stony land
with very different soil conditions was developed. Soil
conservation trials again confirmed that the only
sustainable way to grow crops on hillsides was by
good terracing, a method regarded as unsuitable or
impractical because of the way it was usually carried
out. A practical method of terracing that was suitable
for farmers using manual labour had to be developed.
Criticism of dry terrace construction is that:
❑ They are most often made by dragging the soil

down hill to make a level wedge of loose soil. In the
rainy season this loose soil may become
waterlogged and start a landslide. The topsoil is
lost and the land below is spoilt.
❑ The fertile topsoil is first moved and forms the
bottom of the wedge so that the infertile subsoil
becomes the infertile “topsoil” of the terrace.
❑ Such terraces are usually created by projects rather
than by the farmers themselves. So the work is done
poorly and there is little interest in maintaining
them.
❑ The terracing is often highly labour intensive or
uses expensive equipment, both methods being
uneconomical.
There are several ways of constructing terraces but few
are created for dry conditions. Most are used for paddy
fields. The reasons are that:
❑ Paddy fields usually grow more valuable crops than

dry land crops, so the labour of making them is
considered to be more worthwhile.
❑ When terraces have been made for paddy fields,
water is run into the field and mixed with the soil to
make mud, which is trodden to consolidate the
terrace. Because of this, water does not soak
through into the soil underneath to cause slippage.
The Good News Terrace System is a method that is
feasible for ordinary farmers to manage with the help
24

of a neighbour. The concept is to stop the loss of soil
and plant nutrients as quickly, simply and effectively
as possible. This is achieved by making pilot terraces
that are not full width and so work can progress
quickly. The crops on the terraces grow much better,
giving the farmers the incentive to convert all their
remaining sloping land into sustainable fully terraced
fields when they have time and resources available.
With oxen to plough to loosen the soil, two people or
even one person can do Good News Terracing.

Bamboo for soil conservation
On arriving in Nepal after 16 years in Taiwan I noticed
the relative scarcity of bamboo. Degraded land and
landslide areas, which are covered in useful bamboo
forest in Taiwan, were bare and worsening. Research
in Taiwan in the early 1960s showed that bamboo
could be successfully grown on very steep hillsides,
gullies, eroding and landslide areas, and on very poor
land. Bamboo planting transformed areas that were
useless into valuable income-generating land, thereby
conserving water and soil and improving its quality.
Bamboo can be grown on landslides and check their
development. It can be grown on denuded areas
absorbing the run-off and so prevent landslides.
These bamboo forests have the additional benefits of
being quick to mature, producing a regular crop that
is easy to harvest. Working on a bare rocky hillside as
a trial area, different propagation techniques with 24
species of bamboo were demonstrated. The work
expanded to halting landslides and teaching bamboo
culture to people from other projects. I wrote two
books, one for Nepal, also available in Nepali, and a
more recent one for wider use in warm countries
(reviewed in the December 2000 Newsletter).

Soil & water

declined more fertiliser was used instead of resting
the land, as the tribal farmers would do.
Land was obtained rent-free for four years to try to
rehabilitate it. After trials of herbicide to remove the
razor grass, a successful crop of maize was grown.
Subsequent crops declined even with fertilisers.
Eventually the land was restored economically by
adding soil microorganisms.

The lack of research into soil improving
plants and microorganisms, and into
lasting soil improvement and
conservation
Most hill soils in the tropics are acidic, and adding
fertilisers make the soil more acid and so less
favourable to the beneficial soil microorganisms.
Without the microorganisms plant foods become
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In a paper presented at the British Society of Soil
Science in 1992, Professor Stocking of the School of
Development Studies of the University of East Anglia
said, “Soil scientists claim a competence in studies of
soil erosion and the practice of soil conservation. Yet
soil science has manifestly failed to relate this
competence to the challenge of developing sustainable land management systems in the tropics.”

Why is there not more work on sustainable land
management?

Group discussions on issues of soil conservation
Group leaders: David Sanders and Francis Shaxton
Rapporteur: Tony Taucher
➻ Since World War 2, approaches to Soil Conserva- ➻ The past focus on run-off (as main thrust of SC) is
tion (SC) tended to follow the US approach
focussing on control of run-off (contour
terracing, etc.). This was not generally critically
questioned and so was pretty much universally
accepted; this view is much less acceptable today
with a more realistic and practical approach to
development.

➻

Soil improvement
Whilst running the East Taiwan Aborigines
Agricultural Service Project I discovered that the
aborigines’ best land had been taken over by large
agricultural businesses, such as the Taiwan Sugar
Corporation. It was cropped with pineapples and
sugar cane until it became uneconomic to grow them,
and then it was returned to the tribal farmers. After
several years it was covered in 5-6 feet high razor
grass. Farmers were using poorer steeper land while
not using what seemed obviously much better land.
Their reason was that the soil was worn out and it was
uneconomical to dig out the stoloniferous razor grass.
There were many areas that had been good before
being used for commercial farming, but when fertility

locked up and unavailable. The microorganisms break
down organic matter and release the locked up plant
foods. Work in the late 1930s and 1940s showed that
there are plants other than legumes that make nitrogen and other plants which make phosphate and
potash available to crop plants, so why have we not
heard more of such information?

➻

➻

The tendency is now to look at SC in the broad
environmental management perspective and the
wider problem of which it is a part. Need to first
look at what “SC” now covers and why we should
be concerned. Only then can we start to consider
how it is to be done.
Concerns were voiced that SC is being driven by
donor agendas with beneficiaries and implementing bodies being drawn along. Need to return to
basic common sense farming practices, which
include SC measures specific to the system and
communities.
It was noted that very often the SC measures are
different from (at odds with) the extension messages presented to the farming communities.
Closer liaison between the SC people and extension workers has to be initiated and maintained at
all times until the problem is satisfactorily under
control.
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much like closing the barn door after the horse
has bolted. Tendency now is to focus on
cushioning rainfall (impact) in the first place and
to ensure greater water infiltration into the soil.
This becomes more an agronomic issue (plant
cover and type and management) than an
engineering one, although both disciplines are
inextricably involved.

➻

Problems of land tenure are still a stumbling
block for effective SC even with the present shift
in emphasis of approach. Need to know how the
social structure fits into the land tenure system
and hence identify areas of responsibility and
constraint to development.

➻

So often the technical solutions to a problem
blinker development assistance, where in fact the
reality is one of policy change. For example,
removing feed subsidies for sheep producers
would reduce sheep numbers, which in turn
reduces the pressure on grazing and soils.

➻

Too often the problem is one of convincing
Governments that soil erosion is a serious
problem (even here in UK, SC is not seen as so
important). SC is being put in a box and set aside
rather than viewed as part of a greater resource
management issue.
continued

➴
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➻

➻

HERDING IN MONGOLIA

➻

Political problems make matters worse especially
where farmers are made to do things (e.g.
building bunds) to the extent that SC becomes
“psychologically damaging” and further
initiatives have had to introduce a name change
such as land husbandry! This brings in the social
context in which SC initiatives are expected to
operate.
With these problems pretty much universal,
where to start? Where to focus SC efforts? Need to
establish among the farmers and the donors as
much as with Governments that there is a
problem and that it can be tackled effectively.
Where an effective system is seen to work (e.g.
zero-tillage in Brazil) and it is taken on at a
political level, then these approaches stand a
much greater chance of success. With
Government commitment such as this the spread
and rate of adoption of such technologies can be
dramatic over a relatively short period.
However, in face of poor uptake and extension
continuity with ever increasing population

numbers, concerns are that SC aid will not expand
but rather contract in future. The question returns
to confront donors “do aid programmes really
address the underlying problems?” both in
general and in the more specific SC context.

➻

➻

Further to SC, a query was raised concerning soil
formation. Had any work been done on organic
material and organic acids, etc., leading to soil
production and increased fertility? How
important was weathering and organic matter
inclusion as part of the broader SC issue?
Most encouraging is the shift to farming practices
such as zero-tillage that reduce the need for
expensive and often socially unpalatable technical
solutions to excessive run-off. There is now a lot
of information and sound practical examples of
the benefits of crop and soil management
supporting the shift away from conventional SC.
This does not mean that as a longer-term
approach, traditional SC measures (bunding,
contour terracing, etc.) do not still have their
place.

Impact of decollectivisation

❑ Current attitudes to utilisation compared with the

past.
❑ What people consider is possible in the future.
❑ To establish ways forward for sustainable wildlife
management.
The scoping study was undertaken in Batshireet
district, Khentii aimag and Mongonmort district, Töv
aimag. Both areas fall at least partially within the
Buffer Zone of the Khan Khentii Special Protected
Area (KKSPA) in northern Mongolia where hunters
from these communities are active. The area is also
home to many large mammals of both international
and national importance including globally endangered musk deer (Moschus moschiferus), locally
protected red deer (Cervus elaphus), moose (Alces alces),
brown bear (Urs arctos), roe deer (Capreolus pygargus)
and wild boar (Sus scrofa) (Finch, 1995; MNE, 1998;
UNDP, 2000b).

The case study context
The two communities in the study are situated in the
lower elevations of the Khentii Mountains in the

✵

The impact of decollectivisation of agriculture
in Central Asia—Edinburgh, 30th November 2001

Local community attitudes to wildlife utilisation in modern
Mongolia

The purpose of the study
his study is part of a larger project entitled ‘Large
mammals as a sustainable resource in the Khan
Khentii Special Protected Area, Mongolia’ funded by
the ‘Darwin Initiative for the Survival of the Species’.

T

Values and attitudes

(MNE, 1998). The causes for this phenomenon lie in
increasing rural poverty, ineffective policies to
regulate hunting (MNE, 1998; UNDP, 2000a), as well
as a ready market for many wildlife products in the
Chinese medicinal markets of East Asia (Highley and
Highley, 2000; Williams, 2000). This increasing
reliance on natural resources is leading to significant
deterioration of the country’s unique and fragile
natural environment (UNDP, 2000a).

Wildlife has been hunted for centuries in Mongolia,
but this had a limited impact on animal populations
because the meat was for household consumption in a
country with a very low population density (Reading et
al., 1998). However, since 1990 this has changed
markedly. The somewhat fragile environment is now
becoming increasingly vulnerable to the growing
demands of local people as they try to meet their basic
needs in the market economy.

The aim of the study

In recent years hunting, mostly poaching, has been
increasing in much of rural Mongolia putting considerable pressure on large mammal populations

To investigate local community attitudes within two
rural communities to wildlife utilisation through
grounded theory case studies including:
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Research methodology
A qualitative research method based on grounded
theory was used. Unlike many quantitative methodologies, it does not set out to test an existing
hypothesis, but to discover the emergent theory
coming principally from the participants who are
experiencing the social process being investigated.
Key themes emerged in the resulting data, the core
theme centring on the issue of money and the fact that
‘people hunt because game animals have a market
value’. As coding of the transcripts proceeded, clear
links between themes became evident and linkages
between them emerged, and these are illustrated in
Fig 1 ‘The Bigger Picture’. These underlying issues are
important in considering ways forward in sustainable
wildlife management.

Results

Dorcas Pratt
Introduction

buffer zone surrounding the KKSPA. In recent years,
as is the case in much of post-socialist rural Mongolia,
hunting has been increasing in the area. Although
people are excluded from hunting in the protected
area and rules and regulations exist for such activities
in the buffer zone, exploitation continues. These communities are knowledgeable about why certain
attitudes towards natural resources prevail locally and
why the resources are being used as they are.

Values:
◗ Primarily direct financial value.
◗ Indirect financial value; household
consumption, health, ecological,
aesthetic and spiritual values.
◗ Game animals are not the only important
natural resource used by humans.

If ways forward are to be established for wildlife
management that will promote sustainable livelihoods for all and if sustainability is to be realistically
achieved, it is essential that the perspectives of the
resource users are understood.

taa Newsletter March 2002

Attitudes
◗ Concern that game animals are
generally decreasing.
◗ Game animals are being
used in a careless way,
as are other natural resources.
◗ Game animals are considered
‘free to use’.
Fig. 1 The bigger picture
taa Newsletter March 2002
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The bigger picture
In organising the categories into an explanatory
diagram, the rationale for human behaviour unfolds
regarding large mammals. The results are illustrated
in Fig. 1 .
‘Mongolians have a deep reverence for their environment and a
close symbiotic relationship with the natural world’ (UNDP,
2000a).
In the communities in Mongonmort and Batshireet,
most people are well aware of how, paradoxically,
natural resources are absolutely essential to their
lives, yet they are being used in a careless and
destructive way that is clearly unsustainable. If they
are to change their current behaviour, people need to
find ways of relieving some of the pressures that the
market forces are placing upon them in these difficult
times.
Certain important underlying issues lie behind the
current situation, which can be summarised in four
key points that have to be addressed in any future
plans:
❑ Large mammals are hunted for financial reasons,

as animal products can fetch high prices, are easily
sold and are ‘free to use’.
❑ Lack of livelihood security results in people relying

heavily on natural resources.
❑ Regulations exist but are not implemented for a

range of reasons. Enforcement of regulations
would mean increased hardship for many.
❑ There is a lack of real ownership of the forest

resources. Local people have no responsibility or
control in management of large mammal resources, and therefore little incentive to conserve
them.

The way forward
If sustainability of game animals is to be achieved in
the long term, then any way forward has to involve the
communities and consider both wildlife management
and sustainable livelihoods as they are inextricably
linked. In considering the findings from the scoping
study in Mongonmort and Batshireet, it would appear
that there is no quick-fix single solution. Combining a
number of approaches is likely to be more effective,
addressing different angles of the complex problem.
Proposed in this multi-faceted approach, are a
number of aspects that were raised within the
communities. These are expanded for further
examination in the report and include:
28
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Herding risk in Mongolia

❑ Community ownership or property rights
❑ Government agencies’ support
❑ Improved marketing skills particularly for livestock

J. M. Suttie

and livestock products
❑ Increased rural employment opportunities
❑ International action on wildlife trade

Linked to all of the above points and perhaps the most
critical point regarding the way forward is the need
for information in all of these areas. This will enable
local people to examine critically the issues at hand
and participate actively in these concerns. There is a
serious information deficit in rural Mongolia that is
catastrophic considering the extremely high literacy
levels that prevail. This would not only better inform
people but also, more importantly, empower them.
The findings in the study show that the current
situation is not conducive to sustainability either of
wildlife populations or human livelihoods. Important
changes are needed if sustainability is to be achieved.
This requires serious commitment at local, national
and international level and will also demand
significant investment of time and money, as well as
political will.
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Fig. 1. Camp in the forest-steppe, Ikh Tamir. Traditional cart used for transhumance.
taa Newsletter March 2002
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cattle; fierce dogs do not count). Herding skill is the
main key to survival and stock must be fat enough in
autumn to survive winter and spring. Excess stock is
sold or slaughtered and frozen, domestically or
commercially, at the end of autumn. The country’s
pastures have probably always been heavily stocked
and hard grazing is a historical phenomenon, not
something of recent development. Kharin et al. (1999)
quote Przevalsky (1883) who said “that all suitable

Up to 1920 land tenure was feudal and stock management transhumant with family groups as units.
Under communism transhumant herding continued
but the population was increasingly controlled. The
livestock industry was collectivised into 225 grazing
cooperatives in the early 1950s but families kept their
own subsistence stock, about 25% of total livestock
units. Mobility was maintained but many state inputs,
especially subsidised fodder and transport, were made
available. Marketing and
consumer goods were
arranged by the state. In
1990–92 the collective system broke down, livestock
ownership was privatised
precipitately but land tenure
has not been resolved; livestock and land are under two
different ministries. State
interventions and services
have been greatly reduced.

Livestock numbers

Fig. 2. Milch yaks with penned calves, Ikh Tamir.
agricultural lands were reclaimed and all grazing
lands were overloaded by livestock.”
The system, based on unsupplemented grazing by
local stock, is undoubtedly successful and sustainable, and has been for centuries, despite the problems
of the past two winters. Although the pastures are
hard grazed after three drought summers, degradation is only localised, and stock numbers are at an alltime high. This contrasts with what happened in
many other countries that had collectivised livestock.
Kyrgyzstan is a classic example where a system based
on exotic stock, dependent on winter feed, collapsed
as described by Anthony Fitzherbert (2000) in the FAO
Pasture Profile.

Data go back as far as 1918
(Fig. 3) and their reliability is
good by local standards;
numbers rose very rapidly
once the communist state stabilised, and probably
modern veterinary methods were put in place.
Numbers peaked in the mid-forties, and then fell
dramatically after the great zud of 1947 that probably
precipitated the creation of the 225 cooperatives. Zud
is a term covering various types of weather—related
disaster—associated with winter precipitation,
usually too much or too little snow, and/or very low
temperatures. Throughout the collective period
livestock numbers were kept more or less stable but
rose rapidly after 1990. Despite the great losses during
the two recent zuds, stock numbers are still well above
the levels of collective times.

Herding risks

Population numbers
Population numbers have been rising steadily and the
urban population exceeded the rural population by
1979 (Fig. 4), although “urban” largely means the
small villages that are the district centres.
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Fig. 3. Stock units (bods) × 1000 over time.
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Zuds and drought
Zuds are associated with winter precipitation
(snowfall) and temperature and can be identified as
different types depending on the cause: (1) deep
snowfall exceeds the normal range and covers feed,
and is most serious after a dry summer; (2) a trace of
snow or lack of snow results in no drinking water; (3)
extreme and continuous cold; and (4) strong snow
storms continuous for more than 12 hours.

Fig. 4. Mongolian population over time.

Risk
Herding in a harsh and variable climate is inherently
risky (Fig. 5); herding skill and mobility help mitigate
risk but it is always there. The collapse of the collective
system shifted the herding risk from the state to
individual households. Risks can be divided into two
main categories: (1) individual risks strike individuals
or households nearly randomly, such as individual
illness, predation on livestock, accidental injury, old
age, loss of a job, crime and banditry; and (2)
covariant risks strike most or all individuals or
households in one area, and are exemplified
classically by drought and zud, and also by some
animal disease epidemics, market failures, or
widespread conflict. This distinction is important
because many individual risks can be protected
against within the community, often by customary
self-help mechanisms.

Drought is classified by seasonal occurrence; late
spring and early summer drought or summer
drought. Herders argue that drought in late spring
and early summer is most serious because it coincides
with the new growth of pasture grass. In 1999–2000
there was a very serious zud with 3,000,000 stock lost;
2001 was the worst since 1945 (Table 1).
Table 1. Livestock losses through drought and zud
Years

Type of disaster

1944–45
1954–55
1956–57
1967–68
1976–77
1986–87
1993
1996–97
1999–00
2000–01

Drought + zud
Zud
Zud
Drought + zud
Zud
Zud
Zud
Zud
Drought + zud
Drought + zud

Adult stock
losses
8,100,000
1,900,000
1,500,000
2,700,000
2,000,000
800,000
1,600,000
600,000
3,000,000
3,400,000

Young stock
losses
1,100,000
300,000
900,000
1,700,000
1,600,000
900,000
1,200,000
500,000
1,200,000
?

Problems since privatisation
There has been much migration from east and
west to central Mongolia; from the east
because of breakdown of mechanised wells
through lack of maintenance and from the
west and northwest for access to goods,
services and markets. Migration has led to
localised overgrazing.

Policy changes over eighty years
Mongolia, as Outer Mongolia, was a province of the
Manchu Qing Empire. It gained independence in 1911
on the breakup of the Empire by agreement between
Russia and China. A period of civil war and invasion
by White Russians took place during the Revolution
and Mongolia became communist in 1921 as the
Mongolian Peoples’ Republic.

Risk can also be used in the entrepreneurial sense and
herders can greatly enhance their capital if their
herding skills are adequate and their luck holds.

Fig. 5. Early snow in October in the steppe near Ulaanbaatar.
taa Newsletter March 2002

Pasture management has become anarchic.
There is no protection against trespass and
therefore there is no incentive to provide
better management. Even if groups want to
manage their pastures they have no redress
against trespassers. There is quite a lot of
retention of mature stock in herds, partly due
to fear of inflation and partly due to a lack of
goods to buy or barter.
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The main market for meat and wool was Russia and
even old stock could be sold to the army. Now Russia
cannot afford to import much meat and there are no
other markets. Low quality wool is almost unsaleable;
only cashmere earns some money.
Revenue collection is not effective so there are no
funds for many of the essential services. Educational
and medical facilities are generally poor. The
veterinary service was “privatised” or left to its own
devices in 1998.

Social consequences
A large class of rural poor has arisen because breakdown of a large rural bureaucracy left many jobless.
They received stock at the share-out when the cooperatives broke up but had inadequate herding skills.
There have been projects to “restock” poor herding
families by giving them stock on loan but these seem
unsustainable unless the underlying faults in pasture
management and grazing rights are rectified.
There is now widespread public manifestation of
religion with opening or reopening of temples in most
centres; most gers (Fig. 6) have Buddhist shrines in
Mongol areas. There is intensification of Islamic
observance in Kazakh west. Party committees were
male-dominated but participation by women in
decision-making has increased markedly. Women do
much of the family trading as they are thought less
likely to drink the proceeds!

The people are slowly adapting to the new situation.
Family-based, transhumant subsistence herding has
become a national life-style and those herders who
have succeeded maintain long-distance, four-season
systems. Some social groupings have begun to develop, but usually of only two or three households
who share herding tasks. These are based on family
ties, a territorial unit, or, in the desert, water points.
Some task sharing is developing between herders and
urban people—such as looking after schoolchildren
while herders may look after some stock for townspeople.
Domestic marketing and slaughter of stock has
become the main way of supplying meat to the urban
population, and barter is common

Herding risks

Provincial responsibilities
❑ Improve herders’ control over use of pastures.
❑ Create aimag1 emergency fodder funds in 2001 to

❑

❑

❑
❑
❑

Official reaction to zud
There were only two serious zuds from 1950 to 2000;
weather data are not available but the safety systems of
the cooperatives may have resulted in some zuds being
overlooked. A moderate zud in 1993 led to a lot of
donor activity in “restocking” herders and first results
were encouraging. The 1999–2000 zud showed the
restocking is not a solution unless the underlying
faults in the system are dealt with. This particular zud
attracted a lot of international relief, official and NGO,
as did a worse one in 2000–2001. The government
realised that relying on emergency aid was no solution
and drafted a pastoral policy for emergencies in
spring 2001

❑

provide reserves to support the aimag herd for at
least three days.
Recommend to herders a design for winter shelters
made from local materials to suit climatic conditions.
Demarcate and estimate carrying capacity of interaimag and inter-sum2 otor3 areas and protect such
areas from unauthorised grazing.
Develop cooperation between aimag administrations concerning migration and otor.
Develop a general pasture water supply improvement plan.
Implement a special programme to disseminate
and demonstrate the experience and skills of senior
herders concerning protection of livestock from
natural disasters.
Ensure preparedness of means of transport, fuel,
and drugs.

District tasks
❑ Create a district emergency fodder fund that will

❑

❑

❑
❑
❑

provide reserves to feed the entire herd for not less
than three days.
Certify herders’ possession rights over pastures and
their seasonal use, and set up schedules for use of
winter and spring camp-site areas.
Estimate current carrying capacity of district
pastures in August and develop a general plan for
livestock over-wintering.
Rodent control, haymaking and fodder preparation
shall be carried out as unofficial military service.
Implement planned activities for hay and pasture
irrigation through snow and rainwater harvesting.
Set up small units for making fodder and organise
measures to supply essential raw materials through
public initiatives.

❑ Control seasonal pasture use.
❑ Prevent out-of-season grazing of winter and spring

pastures.
❑ Avoid grazing pressure that exceeds the carrying
capacity.
❑ Livestock owners to ensure maximum fatness of
animals and enhanced winter preparedness.
1 aimag: largest rural administrative unit≈province.
2 sum: administrative unit below aimag.
3 otor: movement of livestock to distant pasture to improve

Fig. 6. Putting up a ger. The main cover is felt with a cloth outer covering.
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shelters in a timely manner.
❑ Prepare hay with a target of having available a
household reserve of winter feed.
❑ Use all locally available resources to prepare more
minerals and other feedstuffs.

Will the plan succeed?
The official plans look reasonable but have yet to be
tried and there are problems. The emphasis on hay is
poorly founded. Few districts have sufficient hay-land,
and the maps are a quarter of a century old. Hay is not,
in any case, an emergency feed, however useful it may
be as part of routine feeding; such a low-quality feed is
very expensive to transport over long distances and is
not ideal for feeding to weak stock. Hay is not suitable
for long-term storage, nor can production be stepped
up, especially once a drought sets in.
Most of the interventions depend on grazing rights
being allocated to herders and some means of
protection from trespass. If these critical components
are not addressed, herders will not invest in repair of
infrastructure or in better management. The legal,
logistic and political problems connected with
allocating rights are complex. The old system only
had to deal with 225 cooperatives, each with its technical staff. There is no extension organisation in place
to deal with thousands of individual households.
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Unemployed!
Looking for a job?
Why not go to http://www.dev-zone.org
and try your luck at this site that advertises
posts available to consultants.
Companies can advertise vacancies on the
site by entering on-line or emailing
maria@dev-zone.org
There is also an American server, for posting
vacancies at
Expat_list@topica.com
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The international response to emergencies in Mongolia

national total of 348, the total loss was reported as
2,165,568 head up to 25 April 2001.

David Hadrill
Veterinary Consultant

Cattle and sheep have been most affected. Expressed
as livestock units (see Table 1 for conversion factors
used) the species most affected are bovines, at almost
60% of the total. Interviews by the author with herders
in Zavkhan and Uvs confirmed that cattle and yaks
suffered particularly high mortality in some of the
areas most severely affected by the dzud.

Introduction
n the past two winters, Mongolia has been affected
by dzud. Dzud is a complex phenomenon that
deprives livestock from access to pasture land,
resulting in massive livestock mortality. Different
kinds of dzud are recognised by Mongolians. In
“white-dzud”, heavy winter snow prevents access to
grazing because of the depth of snow. In “iron-dzud”,
thawing and refreezing of autumn or spring snow
forms a sheet of ice over the pasture, reducing access.
If there was “black-dzud” the previous summer, lack of
rain reduced growth of summer grass. In some parts
of Mongolia by mid-winter 2000–2001, all three of
these forms of dzud existed.

I

According to figures provided by the State Veterinary
Service of Mongolia, 2,700,000 head of livestock died
in the 1999–2000 emergency and, in the second
disaster, more than two million head were reported by
the State Emergency Commission to have died by the
end of May 2001.
Although Mongolia is a large country, with an area
almost seven times Britain’s, the scale of these losses
is great for the small human population of around
2,500,000. In the 1999–2000 disaster alone, over
2,400 families lost all their livestock. The livelihood of
many other herder families was seriously affected.
In this article, the background to this disaster is
reviewed and an overview is given of the international
response, with case study examples of relief
programmes.

Livestock
The principle species kept by Mongolian nomads, and
the main animal products, are:
i Sheep: meat and fat, wool, felt, skins
ii Goats: cashmere, meat, skins
iii Horses: riding, milk, meat, hair
iv Yaks or cattle: milk, meat, draught power,
leather, hair for rope
iv Camels: draught power, wool, meat

Factors precipitating emergencies
These include weather, transition of the economy,
government structural weakness and over-grazing.
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Drought in the short summer growing season and
then extreme cold and snow in the following winter
result in fatal under-nutrition of livestock.
There are several consequences of the transition from
a centrally-planned economy that predispose to
disaster. There has been a breakdown of markets for
livestock and animal products to the former communist neighbours, and, as a result, more livestock
competing for grazing resources. There is reduced
access to essential services such as the animal health
service. Vulnerability has increased at household level,
due to absolute dependency on privately owned livestock, new inexperienced herders, and low income.
GoM structures (e.g. the State Board for Civil Defence) are under-resourced and staff have low morale.
The Mongolians now have new “friendly countries” to
deal with, and lack experience of coordinating disaster relief with international bodies such as NGOs.
There is no longer an inadequate state fodder reserve
and transport infrastructure for winter emergencies,
as is said to have existed in the communist era.
There is debate about whether the increased livestock
population has resulted in carrying capacity problems. It is stated in the FAO Livestock Component of
the UNOCHA Mongolia Appeal (January, 2001) that,
Preliminary analyses of livestock population data indicates
that the provinces with the higher death rates during the
1999–2000 dzud were generally not those subject to high
rates of recent livestock population increase. Furthermore the
death rates are not necessarily related to rates in increase in the
number of herder households.
Certainly, there are local, high densities of livestock
particularly in peri-urban areas. There is over-grazing
elsewhere in dzud years and new herders increasingly
exploit others’ winter grazing in summer.

Impact & effects of dzud
Livestock mortality

Table 1. Mortality data for 2000 to 2001 dzud converted to livestock units.
species:

camels

horses

cattle/yak

sheep

goats

total

no. of deaths

3,339

182,044

649,043

879,118

452,024

2,165,568

% by actual no.

0.15%

8%

30%

41%

21%

conversion factor

1.1

1.0

0.7

0.1

0.1

Livestock units

3,673

182,044

454,330

87,912

45,202

% by LU

0.5%

24%

59%

11%

6%

Production losses & economic cost
For the 1999–2000 dzud, the total cost was estimated
at 90,000,000,000 togrog or approximately US$
90,000,0001. At the household level, individual experiences vary. There is no doubt that many herder
families have been severely affected. Affects of the
dzud on pastoralists include:
❑ destitution of families that have lost all their

animals,
❑ shortage of milk and dairy products for the

UNDP circulated mortality figures provided by the
State Emergency Commission for the 2000 to 2001
dzud. For the worst affected sums, that is, 192 of a
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773,161

Overview of international response in
2001
In 2001, there was a strong response to appeals for
assistance by the GoM and UN organisations for the
disaster in Mongolia. Aid to the value of $ 24 million
was provided, mostly in cash but also in kind, for
example, as medical supplies, flour or rice, and
clothes. European countries and Japan provided most
assistance. Other countries such as Kuwait, Russia,
USA, Vietnam and China provided some assistance
(Table 2).

domestic diet,
Table 2. Aid from other countries

❑ loss of riding horses used for transport and

herding,
❑ loss of yak, khainag (yak-cattle crosses) and camels

used for draught and as pack animals when
migrating,
❑ sharp fall of about 50% in the price paid for raw

cashmere due to export restrictions following the
FMD outbreak early in 2001,
❑ low birth rates as many pregnant animals, particu-

According to figures provided by the State Veterinary
Service of Mongolia, livestock deaths in the 1999–
2000 dzud were 2,700,000 head.

There probably was not a shortage of meat over the
winter. Because of the dzud herders slaughtered more
animals and ate the meat, rather than watch their
animals starve. (It is normal in Mongolia to consume
less meat and more dairy products in the summer
months than in the winter. Normally, most animals
are slaughtered at the beginning of the winter when in
good condition and meat is stored frozen as mean
ambient winter temperatures are well below zero
during the winter months.)

larly goats, aborted in the winter, thus delaying
medium term recovery from livestock losses and
resulting in household milk shortages.

Cash

taa Newsletter March 2002

Total

Total amount pledged=
$ 22,491,296

$ 3,727,021

$ 26,218,317

Total amount received=
$ 21,836,790

$ 1,881,000

$ 23,717,790

$ (1,846,021)

$ (2,500,527)

Difference=
$ (654,506)

Percent of total pledges delivered=
97%

1 Source: Myakhdadag, Livestock and Irrigation Division,
MoFA.

In-kind

50%

90%

Source: UNDP Disaster Management Team, July 2001
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Impact of international relief
Timing of implementation
Background and appropriate timing of dzud relief
The movement of Mongolian pastoralists follows
regular, seasonal patterns and is influenced by the
availability of grazing and water. The system is
complex, with herds often being split by species and
particular species groups cared for together in
different places depending on the season. A simplified version of seasonal management is described.
In summer, herders move frequently (otor) seeking
fresh pasture. In the winter they settle at winter quarters, though the spring/autumn quarters are usually in
another location. During the winter they live in felt
tents (gers), but there is normally a wooden shelter for
housing livestock at night, built usually beside a
mountain in the lee of the prevailing wind. From this
shelter, the livestock are grazed by day on whatever
they can find beneath the snow.
In a normal winter, the snow cover is not deep and
livestock expose “standing hay” by scraping the
ground with their fore-feet. In dzud conditions, this
grazing is not available.
As the winter progresses, the body condition of the
animals deteriorates. This happens in a normal winter. However, when body condition is poor at the start
of the winter, combined with extreme cold and lack of
feed intake, the negative energy balance eventually
results in death. Sheep and goats give birth early in the
year in February and March, so that the young are
mature enough to graze the summer flush of grass.
For breeding females, pregnancy and lactation is an
additional metabolic demand at a very cold stage of
the winter when conserved fodder may have run out.
Strategic feeding in February–March can significantly
reduce mortality.
From around the beginning of April, herders begin to
move away from their winter quarters to spring
quarters, where some early grazing is normally available. Once they have moved from winter quarters, it is
much less desirable for them to receive animal feed as
they would have to carry it as they migrate. They have
no place to store bulky feed, such as bran. By summer
(from late May), they neither need supplementary
animal feed, nor are they able to store it and protect it
from rain damage.
Experience gained in responding to the dzud of winter
1999–2000 and subsequent evaluation showed that, in
severe winter conditions, herders most need supplementary animal feed in February–March (see, for
example, Final Report on BHA-VETAID Mongolia Disaster
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Animal Feed Programme, David Hadrill 2000). In the
1999–2000 dzud, livestock losses rose to a peak in
April, 2000, lessened in May, and by June were low (see
Lessons Learned from the Dzud 1999–2000, UNDP 2001).
Thus, the most appropriate time for providing animal
feed and/or protection from the cold is February–
March. Many of the international agencies responding
to the disaster were unable to distribute their inputs
until April or later.
Because of the timing of provision of funds and other
delays, FAO’s procurement took place in March–May
2001. By May it was necessary to put animal feed and
other inputs into store for use the following winter.
Other agencies, for example Swiss Disaster Relief,
continued to distribute through partner NGO’s into
May, 2001. In August, sacks of their animal feed could
be seen stored outdoors, exposed to the elements.

BHA-VETAID programme
VETAID has received two grants from the Brooke
Hospital for Animals. In 2000 a grant of £100,000 was
used to provide animal feed and some veterinary drugs
as emergency relief, mainly in Dundgobi aimag. In
2001, with a grant of £201,840.35, relief work was
implemented in the aimags of Uvs, Zavkhan and
(through Save the Children) Khovd. Distribution of
animal feed was made in February and March.

Herding risks

Poverty focus versus providing feed to herders
with more animals

1. Timing of distribution of animal feed—the earlier

As the BHA-VETAID distribution was funded by an
animal welfare organisation, i.e. BHA, it was acceptable to target the distribution to alleviate animal
suffering, without a particular need to focus on poor
people. This was done in Uvs and Tosontsengel,
where households owning more livestock including
horses were chosen as beneficiaries.

2. Kind of assistance—human aid or animal feed?

Most agencies targeted those with fewer animals in
order to give their aid distribution a poverty focus. For
example, SC(UK) in Khovd, used owning fewer than a
certain number of animals as a criterion for selection
of beneficiaries to receive animal feed. However, it
was found during evaluation was that herders believed
that it is better to provide animal feed to households
with more animals, and human food to the poorest
who own fewer animals.
Those with more animals tend to be more experienced
and hard-working herders. If they can keep their
animals alive, animals are available for restocking,
both through internationally organised initiatives and
through informal local arrangements.

Conclusion

Animal feed is most appropriate for families who
have herds large enough to make the household a
viable economic unit. Human food, blankets and so
on are indicated for those who are vulnerable or
destitute.
3. Targeting?—targeted distribution is better than a

little for every one.
4. Poverty

focus?—Mongolian herders advise
providing animal feed to herders with large herds,
although most agencies provide it to those with
fewer animals.

5. Preparedness needed—herders have more aware-

ness of the need for making hay and so on.
6. Risk of dependency culture?—there is a need to

ensure that Mongolia develops sustainable local
solutions.
7. Psychological cost?—there may be a need for

agencies to address the despair felt by many
Mongolian herders whose animals have died.
8. Need for marketing—markets for livestock and

There are a number of questions that arise and lessons
to be learned by international agencies concerning the
response to Mongolia’s dzuds.

Targeting in 2001

the better and preferably no later than March.

animal products need to be redeveloped to provide
income and to avoid over-stocking of Mongolian
pasture.

✵

Genetically modified organic whimseys

The quantities of feed provided per household were
very different in three locations assisted directly by
BHA-VETAID in 2001.
1. Zavkhan aimag, Tosontsengel sum.

by Hugh Brammer & Tony Smyth

“Oh, No! We
only certify
unadulterated
bull.”

2. A large quantity of feed was provided to a few

households.
3. Zavkhan aimag, Nomrog and Tudevtei sums
4. A small amount of feed was provided to all

households.
5. Uvs aimag

The distribution was targeted, but more households received
feed than in Tosontsengel, and each recipient received an
intermediate amount between the other locations
In Nomrog and Tudevtei sums, the evaluation found
that the aid was distributed so thinly that it did not
have significant impact. In Tosontsengel, it was found
that the recipients were able to save the lives of their
animals and, in some cases, keep some animal feed
for next winter. However, in Tosontsengel sum, fewer
households received assistance in Ider and Rashant
bags than in equivalent bags in Uvs aimag.
taa Newsletter March 2002
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John Cropper: 1943–2001
ost of our members will have read in the
national press in December of the tragic
deaths of John Cropper, his mother-in-law and
sister-in-law, who were killed at his home in
Trinidad in what was thought to be a burglary that
went wrong. John was an outstanding agricultural economist who had spent all his working
life in the West Indies, principally Barbados and
Trinidad, where he had settled with his wife,
Angela, to whom we send our heartfelt sympathies. An Appreciation will appear in the next
issue of the Newsletter written by David Edwards, a
friend and former colleague from the days when
they both were in the Faculty of Agriculture of the
University of the West Indies in Trinidad.

M

LETTERS

We have received the sad news of Norman
Simmonds’ death on the 4th of January, at the age
of 79. There will be many friends and colleagues
who will wish to participate in an obituary of
substance on his long and distiguished career
and, to accommodate this, and to give the
necessary time to assemble contributions, it will
appear in the next Newsletter.
GenSec

Letters
Moringa oleifera
ver the years a number of correspondents including our polymath General Secretary, Paul
Tuley, have reviewed Moringa oleifera’s role in
food, fodder, oil and water purification properties
with this very useful tree crop. I note now from a
recent Spore 96 publication that a gathering in
Dar es Salaam was held last autumn in which
programmes for the crop’s expansion and usage
were discussed under the auspices of
PROPAGE/CTA*, and readers of the Newsletter
might like to pursue this specific development
area. Evidently, the leaf has been used recently as
a dietary supplement for AID/HIV patients, and
practical information on such a contribution

O
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Richard I. Smith, Midhurst, West Sussex
E-mail address
Sir—The e-mail address in the 2002 list for me is
incorrect. Someone has added a Pee—my name begins
with P—but to reach me via the waves it is essential to
take the P out = thomas@reston.fsnet.co.uk. The
mnemonic is that the P is as silent and invisible as
that in Jacuzzi. There were far too many of the
name already so I attenuated it, and donated my P
to my son stevep@eol.com.er - see supra mine.
I note by rough eyeball sample that almost half
our membership (error range +/- 20%) is now on
the web. Can we please have a supplemental electronic address list next time, or sooner?
Tom pReston, name and address supplied

Book Reviews
Bwana Shamba (‘Mr Agriculture’)
by Peter M. Wilson. The Pentland Press, 2001.
235 pages. ISBN 1 85821 907 8
The reviewer spent 4 years in the mid-1960s doing
cotton research at Ilonga in the Kilosa District of
Tanzania. Bwana Shamba recounts the personal
experiences of Peter Wilson during his thirteen
years in Tanganyika/Tanzania from 1958 to 1971
and more than two thirds of the book is devoted
to his first assignment in Kilosa where he worked
for three years for the Eastern Province Cotton
Committee. The book is therefore of particular
interest to this reviewer given the links to cotton
and to the agriculture of the Kilosa District as a
whole. The remainder of the book relates Peter’s
experiences at Tengeru near Arusha where he
taught agriculture and Swahili for about six years
and in Dar es Salaam where he worked for four
years in the Ministry of Agriculture.
In the town of Kilosa at that time there was no
electricity, many roads in the District were
frequently impassable but the railway to Tabora
passed through the town and there were several
well-stocked shops. The expatriate population in
the town was sufficient to run the usual sort of
taa Newsletter March 2002
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Professor N.W. Simmonds, FRSE
1923–2002

Gymkhana Club and this, along with the Church,
was one of the more important social centres.
Peter’s description of family life at that time and
of attending functions at the Club during the heat
of the tropical night, wearing evening dress, seem
today somewhat archaic!
But most of the book is devoted to accounts of
the work of a Field Officer in attempting to
develop district agriculture and there are vivid
descriptions of how this was done. Communications were difficult and one of the first jobs Peter
had to accomplish was to build a ‘murram’ road
through the bush for some 25 miles to open up an
area for cotton growing and thereby enable the
cotton to be transported out to Kilosa town.
Other descriptions relate to using the local train
service to reach villages otherwise inaccessible by
road and the welcome he received from the local
people who rarely, if ever, saw outsiders.
After independence Peter was based at Tengeru
where he lectured to students of agriculture and
then took on the task of teaching Swahili over
several years to groups of expatriate volunteers.
Many of these volunteers then worked in remote
parts of the country where knowledge of Swahili
was essential. Peter’s accounts of organising the
Swahili courses give an interesting insight into
the life of expatriates after independence in
contrast to the lifestyle he had previously followed in Kilosa.
Anyone who knows Tanzania, and particularly
those with experience in agricultural development, will find many of the chapters and reminiscences in this book very interesting and those
readers who were in Tanganyika before 1961 may
well know many of the people and places
mentioned in Kilosa.
Jim Watson

from the 100 or so participants at the workshop
could afford a useful review for field usage
worldwide. *CTA, Postbus 380, 6700 AJ Wageningen, The
Netherlands.

Apology

Obituaries

Book reviews/TAAF news

Apology
Our apology to Paul Latham, author of the two
books on bees reviewed in the December Newsletter,
for getting the titles wrong. The two titles should be
Beekeeping and some honeybee plants in Umalila,
Southern Tanzania and Some honeybee plants in
Bas-Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo. Paul
informs me that the Congo book has been revised
with the inclusion of a number of additional
species, and the price is now £31 + p&p.
The Editor

✵
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TAAF Awardee Update
TAAF Awards—a stepping stone to the future
Career development of some
TAAF awardees
ndrew Tillery was the first young graduate to be
given a TAAF award in 1989. After his project in
Papua New Guinea he worked with the Commonwealth Development Corporation in that country as an
estate manager on an oil palm plantation. Andrew, a
forester by training, later transferred to the Solomon
Islands where he managed a 16,000 ha. forestry
plantation. His next posting, still with CDC, was in
the Ivory Coast where he became General Manager of
a natural rubber business.
Marisa Goulden completed her project in Peru in 2000
and returned to the U.K. where she obtained employment with the Royal Society in London as a Science
Policy Officer. Her job involves supporting the production of science advice by expert groups of
scientists drawn from the Fellows of the Society,
University Research Fellows and other experts in the
field. Marisa’s particular work is in the area of Energy
and Environment.
Gus Hellier left his project in Honduras in 1995 and
was then given an APOS award by ODA to spend l2
months in Indonesia on forestry research. He then
gained employment with the Edinburgh Centre for
Carbon Management and has been involved with
small farmer programmes in Mexico and India.
James Lomax is working as a Field Manager with a
company in Kenya having completed his TAAF award
with ILRI in that country. He works with 60 cooperative groups with a total of some 1600 small farmers in
the Nanyuki area of Mount Kenya. Vegetable and salad
crops such as beans and mange-touts are being produced for export. The project is providing a vital
source of income to the farmers who receive a
guaranteed price for their product.
Susan Neave completed her award project in Ghana in
1995 at the Cocoa Research Institute and was then
employed by CDC on a citrus estate in Swaziland
where she worked on biological control of pests and
diseases. She later transferred to Kenya and was
involved with integrated pest management with
flower and vegetable crops. In early 2002 she moved
to Zambia as a freelance adviser on IPM.
Laura Kelly (now Lofstedt) was given an award in 1990
and completed her project in Venezuela at the Simon
Bolivar College. She later gained employment with
Action Aid and became Head of Policy. Laura is now
occupying a senior position with DfID in London.

A
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TAAF news

Jamie Sutherland was given an award in 1999 to take up a
project in Guyana with the Rice Development Board.
TAAF supported him as a VSO. He spent two years there
as an entomologist and his research was published in the
September 2001 issue of the Newsletter. He is now
employed as a Research Fellow at the University of
Southampton on a four-year programme investigating
the environmental consequences of gene flow between
GM oilseed rape and its weedy transgene recipients and
the effects of this on insect herbivores such as the
diamondback moth and the large white butterfly. The
programme is a collaborative study involving several
universities and research institutions and results from all
areas will be used to model the potential pattern and rate
of transgene spread from GM plants to recipient weeds
across the UK and also to develop methodologies to
assess and predict the consequences of spread.
Jake Paul was given an award in 1999 to work with
Kolombangara Forest Products Ltd (KFPL) in the Solomon Islands. This was six-month middle management
experience designing and field-testing a land-use
designation procedure, management of a natural forest
inventory, design of a natural forest management
research area, design of a timber tracking system for the
mill, and optimising the timber mill’s layout. After a
premature return to the UK initiated by a coup d’état he
joined Just World Partners (JWP), a development NGO
based near Edinburgh, as their Fair Trade Development
Officer. He is currently responsible for marketing NonTimber Forest Products (NTFPs) from community
producers in Ecuador, Colombia and PNG. Under a
current project Facilitating Market Entry for SmallMedium Forest Enterprises in Guatemala he has visited
Guatemala and Ecuador to identify viable NTFP products
and their market constraints.
Neil Johnson writes from Ghana—I must apologise to the
TAA that I did not get back from my assignment as planned in mid
December and attend the AGM. Rather than return to the expense
of continuing my degree course at Aberdeen University, the
opportunity is opening up for me to complete my studies through
the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology,
KNUST, at Kumasi as an external distance-learning student,
while also working for a new agricultural training institute being
set up in Northern Ghana. This institute in Zabzugu./Tatale is in
the NW Region and has the aim of training farmers, especially
disadvantaged women and underemployed youth in agricultural
production and processing and any other potential income
generating enterprises, and it is being supported by both the
Ministries of Manpower Development and Employment, and that
of Food and Agriculture. I am very grateful for the assistance that I
have received from the TAA Award Fund that enabled me to come
to Ghana in the first place, and for getting me started on what I
anticipate will be a very worthwhile career in development. I feel a
great sense of fulfilment at the contribution that I am able to make
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here in Ghana, helping young people so much less fortunate than
myself, and I very much appreciate the respect that I gain from it.

TAAF news from the South-West region
Neil Johnson hails from North Devon, and he was
managing a sheep farm on Exmoor before going out to
Ghana last April to work with the Donyina Catholic Youth
Cooperative near Kumasi. Two more awardees from the
South West Region have just gone during January to new
assignments. Eleanor Davis from North Somerset
(though originally from South Wales) and a graduate
from Bangor University has gone out to spend a year in
Madagascar working on a sustainable livelihoods
programme with a UK based NGO. Judith Buckland,,
who comes from a dairy farm near Blandford, Dorset, and
who graduated from the Seal Hayne Agriculture Faculty of
Plymouth University last summer, has gone on a six
month assignment to Tengeru College of Livestock and
Agriculture in Arusha Tanzania to help with dairy
development under the auspices of the Bicton Overseas
Agriculture Trust, BOAT. En route she stayed in Dar-esSalaam with David Wendover, former co-convenor of the
TAA South West Region, and also a BOAT trustee, who is
on a three year assignment with the Tanzanian government privatising their milk collection schemes, under a
Netherlands Aid project. Another relatively young TAA
member from London, Antonio Massella, who spent
three years in the Phillipines as a VSO, working on an
agricultural resettlement project in the wake of a volcanic
eruption, has just taken an assignment with a UK
children’s charity in Liberia, and although not an
awardee, he is very grateful to the advice given him from
TAA members, who have worked in Liberia.

TAAFNET group
In December’s Newsletter you will have seen an item
on the newly set up TAAFNET group. This email
news group is up and running and already starting
to be used by TAA members and current and former
TAAF awardees to keep in touch and exchange details of job opportunities and meetings for the year
to come. New members are always welcome. To
join, please send an email message to me at
taafgroup@yahoo.co.uk saying that you wish to
join and giving your name. Once I have signed you
up to TAAFNET group you will get a welcome
message and you can start sending messages to
taafnet_group@yahoogroups.co.uk (this address was
written incorrectly in the December Newsletter, my apologies). I LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOU TO TAAFNET..
Marisa Goulden
(TAAF awardee, 1999)
✵
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